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OVER 6 THOUSAND SERVED DAILYI
Here's what we deliver:
Environmental Services

Foot Patrol
Laurier Students for
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Accounting

Marketing

Chess Club
Chinese Students Assoc.
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Croatian Students Assoc.
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Economics Assoc.
English Club
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Laurier Christian Fellowship
Student Assoc.
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Computing Club

Poli Sci Assoc
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Psychology Club
Reform Party
Seahawks
Sociology Club
Science Fiction/Fantasy
Ski Club
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Resources

Peer Helpline
Tutorial Services

Literacy
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guessed that the happy face belongs
Ito someone who volunteers at IVLUSU,
you're absolutely right!
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iCome on out! We'll show you what to do!
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Welcome from the Cord
SHELDON PAGE
Frosh News
Welcome to the Cord's Frosh issue. Laurier, while
being a relatively small campus, can be quite a
confusing place when you first arrive.

longs
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The Frosh issue is a chance for you to get a feel of
what life at Laurier is really like before you arrive. Call
it a sneak preview if you will.
I'm sure that most of you took the time to have a
tour of the campus this spring or during the summer.
Tours are a great way to get a feel for the campus, but
even an in-depth tour can't cover everything.
This is where this special issue of the Cord comes
in. Inside you will find everything from where to get
a parking sticker to where to turn if you become the
victim of a sexual assault.
The Cord has attempted to cover not only oncampus issues, but off- campus as well. There is only
so much that you can do on-campus before you will
venture out into the K/W area. You will find extensive
coverage of bars, restaurants, and to a lesser extent,
bookstores, theatre, and much more.
There is a definite trend towards good deals and
money management in this issue. We are all students
and know all too well what it is like to live on a student
budget.
This issue is written from many different view-

points. Some of the articles are written as news,
while others are the opinion of the writer. Either
way I hope that you will find the articles of use
during your first year at Laurier.
Unlike the regular issue of the Cord (which
comes out every Thursday starting the second
week of September), this issue is meant to be kept
on hand the entire year.
As you become more familiar with the campus
and the surrounding area, some of what is in this
issue will lose its value. I'm willing to bet that
there will always be something of value to you in
this issue. Please bring your copy to school with
you as a rough and ready no punches pulled guide
to the Laurier community.
Our advertisers take a special pleasure in the
Frosh issue, so it is to your definite advantage to
keep an eye out for special coupons and deals
appearing in the issue.
Give this issue a read and pass it on to your
parents. I'm sure that they are as interested in
Laurier as you are and would like a sneak preview
as well.
If you have any concerns about this issue
please come on up to our offices on the third floor
of the Student Union Building or visit the Cord
Feedback Booth in the Concourse starting every
Thursday beginning in September.

Professional, student oriented
health care available on campus
ANGELA GALLUP
Frosh News
Are you new on campus and in
need of medical service?
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Beginning in 1963, Health
Services has served countless students during their university years.
Each year, Health Services assists
approximately 2100 to 2200 students, most of them having to return for a second appointment.
Daureen Koenig, the Nurse
Manager at Health Services, said
that her job involves just about
anything that happens in any regular doctors' office. She does a fair
amount of assessment, allergy
shots, immunization and many
other medical duties. Koenig also
refers students to doctors.
Health Services is primarily
funded by the students of Wilfrid
Laurier, and some of the funding
comes from doctors that wish to
contribute to the organization. Stodents using Health Services are
not charged user fees, since a portion of tuition fees fund the service.
Health Services is essentially
offered for students, but will not
turn a person away that has been
injured on campus and who is not
related to the university. Health
Services also assists Wilfrid Laurier's staff and faculty.
Students are encouraged to go
to Health Services if they have a
medical problem. Each year Health
Services' doctors and nurses see a
wide variety of patients and are
well aware of student needs. Some
common services that Health Services provides are dealing with sexually transmitted disease tests, giving out birth control information
and administering flu shots.
If a student requires a doctor's

such as birth control, it is important to get to Health Services as
soon as possible. Health care is
most effective when medical attention is promptly sought.
Health Services is also prepared to deal with the sensitive
topic of sexual assault. In the case
of sexual assault, Health Services
will assist the student through the
problem. Health Services will go
through the different stages of giving the student the appropriate
medical treatment. Health Services will also refer students to assault-related counselling programs.
Hours run between 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30p.m., with the exception of
12:00to 1:00p.m. for lunch. Students are reminded to always bring
their health card when going to
Health Services. It is essential to
have proof of OHIP coverage.
Health Services is staffed with
five nurses and two doctors. One
doctor is there for appointments
while the other is for urgent care.
Students that wish to make an
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Learning to live and
spend like a student
GREG SLOAN
Frosh News
University can be a big shock for many reasons. You must learn to
balance your time, and more importantly, your bank account.

Here are some helpful hints that will (hopefully) keep you from
bankruptcy. Failure to do this can lead to that embarrassing phone call to
your parents, asking them to send more cash.
Your budget will depend on where you are living. Residence means
appointment must make the ap- your room and meal plan will be paid for before you even come to Laurier.
pointment through the Health This can be a blessing in disguise. Shelling over a few thousand dollars
Services secretary. In order to with one cheque hurts now, but it means you won't be scrambling for the
receive care•.a student must be March rent (which you somehow drank away back in December).
If you are off-campus make sure you leave enough money for food and
interviewed by a nurse first so
that the nurse can determine rent. If possible, put this money aside into a separate savings account.
However, if you are like most of us who can't do this, don't panic.
whether or not the case is urThere
is Christmas, your B-day, and G.S.T. rebates to get you through.
gent. If it is urgent, the patient is
The best thing to do is to work out a budget for the year. Subtract your
immediately forwarded to the
known expenses (rent and estimated food costs) from how much you
doctor.
Health Services also does currently have. This amount is what you have to play with for the year.
Now divide the number of weeks you will be at school into this
physicals and yearly check-ups.
Health Services prefers that stu- amount This is your weekly budget. Don't worry if you overspend a few
dents give at least three weeks times. There are those special events that seem to make your money vanish
(Oktoberfest, Homecoming, etc ....). Likewise, there are those weeks that
notice if a physical is needed.
Health Services gives assist- you will not have time to go out
Following this simple budget will allow you to have a good time the
ance with illnesses and will also
give students a medical certifi- whole year. Going out three times every weekend in September could
cate. Health Services will deter- mean staying in the whole month of March. Nobody wants to miss the big
mine whether or not the student year-end party.
is too ill to attend a test or exam.
Here are some hints that will help you save cash:
Work related certificates can also
be obtained.
On Monday take out your weekly budget. If you only have five dollars
Students with any health
concerns at all should feel free to come Saturday, you will not be as likely to buy those extra drinks.
Keep track of your expenses. If you are in trouble you can locate where
approach Health Services.
Health Services can be contacted all your money is going to and do something about it.
In residence, use your meal plan vs. late night trips to 7-11. You paid
by calling 884-1970 and asking
for
it,
you might as well use it. If you run out of meal plan mcruey, you can
for extension 2146.
buy more later at very cheap rates (from those who did go to 7-11).
In residence, cook your own meals on the weekends. Off-campus
students should also cook as much as possible.
If you plan to drink while at school it can be very expensive. The beer
store and the several local U-Brew stores are much cheaper than going out
"
to a bar. If you plan to do your drinking at the bars, shop around. If you
do your homework, regardless of what day it is, you can probably find a
bar offering cheap drinks.
When buying books check out the lists of used books around the
school. Make sure it is the same edition you need.
Bring lots of food back with you when you go home. For some reason
parents are reluctant to hand out money, but mothers love to give you
frozen casseroles and cookies.
To keep in touch with friends from home, try to write as much as
possible. Forty-three cents is better than those two hundred dollar phone
bills. If you must call, do it after eleven and get to the point (or call collect).
When going home look for a ride. Ten bucks for gas is a lot cheaper
than those long eighty dollar bus rides. You will miss out on meeting those
interesting buddies in the seat next to you. There is a ride board across from
the Centre Spot on the second floor of the Student Union Building. The
board hllows you to ask for arideoioffer one. A posting costs you nothing.
-~-
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Residence life at WLU

VIRGINIA PARKER
Frosh News

Your first year at Laurier will
be one of changes and transitions. One of the most important
ofthese changes is your moveout
of the house and into residence.
When it comes to residences,
Laurier is quite unique. For starters, every first-year student is guaranteed aroom in residence something that some larger universities
cannot promise.
Laurier has two women's residences Clara Conrad Hall and
Boukaert. The men's residences
are Willison Hall, MacDonald
House and Little House. The Euler
Leupold Residence does allow
for alternating co-ed floors, as well
as quiet floors and even a French
floor for French majors.
Bricker Residence is also coed, but it is set up differently than
the other residences. Bricker is
made up of apartments that accommodate four people each, in-

:

-

stead of the standard two-person
rooms found in the other residences.
Roommates are decided according to the questionnaires that
you filled out with your residence
applications (major, smoker/nonsmoker). But a human factor does
still exist.

Fran Wdowczyk, Laurier's
Student Life Co-ordinator, explains, "We do not stick the questionnaires in a computer to match
the roomies
up. We actually sit down and
match people up by hand".
Therefore, the person who you
will grow to love or hate over the
nexteightmonths was hand-picked
just for you!
However, Wdowczyk said that
since the questionnaires the prospective roommates are judged by
are rather limited, some problems
may arise. Serious personality
problems between roommates are
not very common and are usually
addressed between the quarrelling

roommates and their don for the
mutual satisfaction of all parties
involved.
The primary goal ofresidence
staff, according to Wdowczyk. is
to "strive to provide students with
a safe living and learning environment". However, this is a two-way
street, with you on one side and the
residence staff on the other.
If you have read all the literature that you have been sent concerning the rules and regulations
of residence, you should have a
pretty good idea of what is allowed
and not allowed.
You may not bring any extra
electrical appliances, such as portable fridges, coffeemakers or answering machines. The only exception to this rule is for a medical
reason, such as diabetes, where a
small fridge is allowed in the room
for insulin.
The answering machines are
not allowed mostly because you
are on a party line with another
room; you have different phone
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WLU's housing
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Bricker Residence.

dry so a humidifier is also a good

numbers but the same line. This is
not the case for Bricker, where
every apartment has its own line.
There are many things,
though, that you should bring. You
should make your room as comfortable and homey as possible.
After all, you will be living there
for eight glorious months. Bring
posters, your own bedding, plants
and, since you will have ample
closet space, all your favourite
clothes. The rooms tend to be quite

idea too.
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One of the most important
rules in the entire residence system is probably the quiet hours
rule.
In general, quiet hours run
from 11:00 p.m. until 10:00 a.m.
At that time, the door to your room
must be closed and excessive noise
in the hallways or bathrooms will
not be tolerated.
The rules are enforced by the
dons. Every floor, even Bricker's,
has a don a senior Laurier student who is chosen to live on the
floor to keep order.
Chris Dodd, Willison's Head
Resident, said that the dons are
there to ensure that "residence life
runs smoothly and that rules are
upheld for the mutual good of the
residence community. Oh, and to
maintain sanity too".
Over and above these duties
though, is the don's responsibility
as a support for you. Williams
describes dons as being "a resource
for you". If you are in need of any
type of guidance, your don is
trained to be the first person you
turn to. If he or she cannot help
you, your don will direct you to
someone who can.
Possibly the most advantageous part of living in residence is
the social aspect Right from the
start you will instantly know up to
40 people (including your brother/
sister floor). Add that amount to
the people you will mee? through
inter-residence activities, like the
Frosh Formal and the Winter Carnival.
Most people look back on their
year in residence as a positive experience. Laurier student John
Kolovrat describes his first year as
"Fulfilling. It really helped that
everyone else you were living with
was going through the same ordeals moving away from friends
and family, scholastic workload.
You were there to support each
-
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Others, however, like Laurier
graduate Pat Brethour, saw residence as being confining. "There
were too many rules,
said
Brethour, "and the dons have an
annoying habit of calling the frosh
their kids".
"

Other students mentioned dis-

sent among floormates and excess
noise as additional problems they

encountered.
"The basic thing to remember", Williams explained, "is that
there will be people on your floor
from all over Ontario that means
different lifestyles and beliefs."
You will have to learn to tolerate
and respect each other.
Upon leaving residence, you
will "hopefully find that you will
have grown as a person, and that",
said Wdowczyk, "is the ultimate
goal of the residence system".
-
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WLU's computing power
RYAN FEELEY
Frosh News
Remember how in War Games, Matthew Broderick
broke into NATO and almost started a world war?
And remember a TV show called WizKids, with
that guy who was an adopted kid on Little House on
the Prairie who would break into banks on the
computer and transfer funds? Well, with just a few
minutes, Laurier's main frame system will get you
networking all over the world without even turning
you into a washed-up geek celebrity has-been.
Over your years at Laurier you will become familiar with Laurier's Mach 1 and Banyan computer systems, but most of you will fail to delve into the secret
computing underworld and solely use the system for
the exhilarating WordPerfect.
The main difference between the two is that the
Banyan system has disk drives, which means you can
edit your documents at home and bring them to the
school for printing via Banyan.
The Mach1 system has no disk drives, but every
student is allowed to have an account (personal computer space) of around two megabytes. That's a lot of
essays, but I'll tell you how to fill it full of other goodies
later on.
When you need to do some homework and your
roommate won't let you use the computer, Banyan
provides you with some functional alternatives. And
if you're in business, you're in luck. The cash you
volunteered into the Prism fund gets you access to
some Windows machines and a scanner- in case you
want to drop a graphic into a paper.
The Banyan machines are pretty slow, but they are
fine for word processing. You can send your work to
a dot-matnx-like wide-format line printer for free or
to a laser printer for ten cents a page. They'll even file
your pnntouts for you m the folders m front of the
Bookstore.
The greatest thing about Mach 1 is that it has a
direct link to the Internet (a collection of other institutions' computers from all over the world) which is
where all the goodies are. The school pays a flat rate
of$1500 a month to belong, so you can use 1tas much
as you like with no additional charges.
Have you ever watchedMediaTelevision and heard
all about computer networking, downloading,
uploading, E-Mail and various other unheard-of expressions?
Through your Mach 1 account you can send a
letter to your friend at McGill (via pine E-mail), chat

on-line with your sister from Queen's (via talk) and
talk hot and heavy on group chat lines (via the IRC).
Had enough? You can search for your long lost
friend's e-mail address (via Gopher Phone Lists),
ask the computing world about your choice of disks
(via the new groups), and promote a band you are in
currently by uploading a sound sample (via FTP).
Are you still there? Do you have your own
computer? If so, using FTP you can get amazing
shareware programs (programs people create and
hope that you'll send them money for), program
updaters (software companies release these to the
public because the program you bought might have
a few bugs in it), sounds, graphics and even reports
on buying a laser printer.
I've had a Macintosh computer for a few months
and I've been able to download some of the best
programs I've ever seen. Some of the stuff is not all
that great, but some of it is incredible! Once you
download it to your personal space on Machi (your
account) you can empty your account onto disk
using Banyan's File Transfer Protocol. It sounds
really complicated, but it isn't.
.
Computing Services has a booklet for sale cheap
called Zen and the Art of the Internet, and if you
do not like reading you can always count on the
computing consultants to help you out. Considering
99 percent of the questions they get are related to
WordPerfect, they'll be glad to get you going on the
Internet.
The neat thing about all this IS that it can all be
done from home. You can call the school's modem
at 884-7910 and log into Mach 1and get going. Once
you get the$ sign you are ready to go. To get a basic
start, type gopher at the $ prompt and follow the
simple directions. You can't start a war, but if you
keep trying - well, who knows.
A little known option on the Mach 1 system IS
the ability to access Laurier's library catalogue. Not
only can you access Laurier' s holdings, you can also
access the University of Waterloo, Western, Toronto, York and a few other libraries. As Laurier
student you can take out books at other universities
wtth your student card.
Laurier's computer systems have far too much
to offer to cover in this article. Computing Services
can let you in on what is available.
If you have any questions, send me some e-mail
at feel4344@machl.wlu.ca. You will get your own
goofy looking personal addresses like mine when
you go to Computing Service to get an account.

Help recycle
STEVE TRACY
Frosh News
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Recycling at Laurier is an activity that affects almost everyone
in the university community.
It doesn't matter if you're a
new student, a secretary, or a professor. Recycling needs a high
level of participation in every area
if the success of the program is to
continue.
The university currently recycles glass bottles, cans, corrugated
cardboard, newsprint, and fine
paper. There are numerous recycling containers of various shapes
and sizes located on campus. They
may be found in places such as
residences, student lounges, offices, and main buildings.
When you put your recyclables
into a blue bin, remember that you
cannot drop everything into one
recycling container. The majority
of the bins on-campus are only
meant to handle one specific type
of material, such as cans or glass.
All of the containers are clearly
labelled for the materials for which
they are designated, so please take
the time to put recyclables in their
proper place . .

Recycling on-campus is a dynamic program that has grown
rapidly over the last few years.
During the past summer, Laurier
became one of the first universities
in Ontario to develop a com posting
system for its Food Services Department. Starting in September,
the university ' s kitchen waste will

Laurier's recycling
program depends
on the efforts
of environmentally
friendly volunteers.
be sigmficantly reduced by recycling the organic waste that is
generated.
Recycling is only one aspect
ofbemg environmentally friendly.
We must also try to reduce and
reuse matenals on-campus. The
following chart contains ten suggestions as to how we can reduce,

reuse, and recycle
on-campus.
Ten Ways You Can Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle On-Campus

1. Use electronic mail instead of
paper memos.
2. Use both sides of every piece of
paper.
3. Use your own mug.
4. Save one-sided paper to make
into note pads.
5. Post a notice in a central location rather than sending out numerous copies.
6. Usedouble-sidedcopyingwhere
available.
7. Buy second hand books.
8. Use recycled paper.
9. Use recyclable labels.
10. When buying drinks in containers, buy them in bottles or cans.
The success of Launer's recycling program has been largely
due to the work and dedication of
volunteers. If you would like to
play a more active role in the program, contact the Students' Union
Environment Co-ordinator at 8841970, or drop into the Students'
Umon offices on the third floor of
the Student Union Building.

At the controls of Laurier's computer systems.
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Student Publications
in need of volunteers
SHElDON PAGE
Frosh News
Are you interested in writing, photography, graphic arts, desk top
publication, computers, and perhaps even politics? If so then
Student Publications has a place for you.
Student Publications 1s a non-profit corporation run by students.
Publications publishes and distributes several publications during
the school year, including a weekly newspaper, yearbook, wall calendar,
day planner, and telephone directory.
The life blood of Student Publications is volunteers. Every position
within the corporation is held by a volunteer, with the exception of the
Cord Editor-in-Chief. Without its vast base of volunteers, Publications
would not exist.
The following is a quick description of the Departments within
Publications and the opportunities that are available to volunteers.
Administration:
Publications Administration consists of a president, six directors, and
the treasurer. The president oversees the day-to-day operations of the
corporation. The Board is the president's boss and all major decisions
and actions of the corporation must be approved by the Board.
The treasurer, as the position title alludes to, deals with money
matters. The President and directors are elected in February from the
undergraduate student body.
The Cord:
The Cord is a weekly newspaper featuring, news, sports, entertainment,
comment, and classifieds, as well as in-depth f~atures.
The Editor-in-Chief is responsible for overseeing all of the Cord's
publications. There are several Editorial Board positions including:
News Editor, Sports Editor, Entertainment Editor, assistant and associate editors. The production manager and production assistants design
and lay out the paper.
The Keystone:
The Keystone is Laurier' s yearbook. Like the Cord, the Keystone
employs an Editor-in-Chief as well as a plethora of assistant editors. If
you have high school yearbook experience or a desire to madly cut up
little grad pictures, the Keystone has a place for you.
Photography Department:
The photography department supplies photographs to all Student
Publications as well as servmg as a black and white photo shop. The
department employs a manager and several assistants. If you are into
photography or want to learn more about the subject, drop in to the Cord
offices and check us out.
Advertising Department:
Almost the only way Student Publications makes money is through
advertising. The department employs a manager, several advertising
representatives (salespersons), and a production team.
You don't need a position to help out at Publications. Writers,
photographers, and production help are all needed throughout the year.
Please drop in to the offices on the third floor of the Student Union
Building or call us at 884-2990
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Services are here to help
ADRIENNE HODGIN

ices Centre
early and done right and keep on
Hours: Monday toFriday 8:30 a.m. Computing Services
Phone: extension 2146
4:30 p.m.
Please see Ryan Feeley' s article on top of things. In a desperate crunch,
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 a.m. Laurier is not the most accessible Laurier's computing services in they can arrange emergency loans
4:30 p.m.
place for the physically challenged.
up to $300.
this issue.
a
wager
bet that everyone has Special Needs is there to integrate Student Awards Office
Student Help Line
I'll
visited Health Services at some students with special needs into Where: 2nd floor 232 King St.
Phone 884-PEER
point in their stay here at Laurier, the university community. They Phone: extension 2254
Hours: 7:00 p.m. 11:00 p.m., 7
because everyone gets sick, right? provide students with special needs Hours: Monday toFriday 8:30 a.m. days a week.
Nurses are available on a drop-in
devices and information, along
4:30 p.m.
This Students' Union help line is
basis and the on-campus doctors with note-takers and examination They are in charge of financial aid staffed by professionally trained
are available by telephone appointwriting arrangements. If you have for students. Scholarships, bursastudent volunteers who will listen
ment, in person or referral by a any questions, talk to Judy Bruyn, ries and loans (OS AP) are handled to you and are able to refer you to
nurse. They also dispense birth the co-ordinator.
here. Be sure to get all forms in other organizations that can help.
control to the sexually active and
can get you out of an exam if you
are really sick. Don't forget to get
their note before the exam though,
or it doesn't count.
you and you alone.
ADRIENNE HODGIN
Protect Yourself. Use a condom at
Housing Services
Frosh News
Sex is a large responsibility the very least.
Please see Dave Marcus's article
for anyone. Be responsible, smart
Condoms are your best friend.
on housing in this issue.
Sex. You either do it or you and use protection (including a You can carry them anywhere
condom) at all times.
Career Services
don't. The choice is yours.
(make sure they are stored in a cool
By this point in your lives, you
Where: lower floor the Student
Excuses cannot be accepted in dry place). They offer the only
Services Centre
should know your sexual values, a world where the risks of healthprotection against STD's. A walPhone: extension 2495
and believe in yourself and make related problems are so high. "I let is not a good place to store a
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30a.m. your own decisions. When you do forgot" may have been a valid condom.
-4:30 p.m.
excuse a couple of decades ago,
have sex, be prepared, and reBest of all, condoms are availBesides aiding students in finding member to play it safe.
but this is the nineties and we have able in many places, from
jobs, Career Services has lists of
I am not going to preach to you to be responsible for our own drugstores to washrooms, and they
available jobs, on-campus recruiton whether to have sex or not, health.
also come in different colours and
If you are going to have sex, varieties. And if you didn't know
ment, as well as interview and because it is a personal decision.
resume tips. If you are considering My advice to you is: if you are understand that no birth control already, they are not reusable.
post- graduate education, take a going to do it, play it safe. Sex is method is 100 percent effective.
There are many birth control
look at their course calendars from not something worth risking your But now, there are many more options. By far the most popular
other universities and colleges in health for.
risks besides pregnancy.
are the birth control pill and conCanadaandthe United States. They
Condoms are the only method doms. If you have questions, talk
When to have sex is a personal
conduct seminars throughout the choice for every person. If you that will decrease (not eliminate) to Health Services (on-campus), a
year, too.
don't feel it is right for you, then the risk of acquiring an STD. There clinic or your family doctor. Be
Special Needs Office
don'tdo it. Never feel pressured are always risks involved, so alinformed before and after sex.
Where: Across from the bookstore by anyone to have sex. (NO ways use protection, no matter how
Justremember, No means No,
Phone: extension 2043 or 2086 MEANS NO!). Follow your own well you know your partner. Their condoms are your friends, and
moral code and do what is right for past sexual history is now yours, so think about it!
TDD 884-1141

Frosh News
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Welcome to Laurier. The following is a guide on where to go
when you need help. You are
fortunate to be attending a school
with such a plethora of services
available use them, since you
are ultimately paying for them. I
suggest that when you get here,
read through all the neat stuff
you get like theresidence handbook, course calendar, and the
Cord, to familiarize yourself with
Laurier's services.
OK, here we go, put on your seat
belts and hold on for a whirlwind
tour of Laurier's student services
from financial to health.

-

-

•

-

-

Sex and being safe about it

-

Counselling Services
Where: upper floor Student Services Centre (between Quad and
solarium)
Phone: extension 2338
Hours: Monday toFriday 8:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
Lets face it, university can be
stressful with new pressures like
school work, relationships, being
separated from home...the list goes
on and on. The staff are always
there forconfidential consultation
when you need it. Don't be afraid
or embarrassed to visit them, they
are there to help. Keep an eye out
during the year for their seminars
on topics ranging from time management to date rape.
Health Services
Where: upper floor, Student Serv-
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Laundry: Doing it right
ANGELA GALLUP

You have to provide your own
Believe it or not, there are
soap at a Laundromat. There are dangers to doing laundry. When
different brands of laundry soap using bleach, make sure that you
The university years have aron the market right now. It doesn't dilute the bleach in with the water
rived and a discovery is made. really matter whatbrand of soap is before putting your clothes in the
Mom isn't doing laundry. Doing used although phosphate-free dewasher.
your own is not too difficult as tergents will do the job and protect
It is a good idea to read the
long as you follow the basic rules the environment.
directions to be sure that you don't
of doing laundry.
Along with soap, you may put too much bleach in the washer.
The basic rules are:
choose to use a fabric softener. Bleach is great for getting dirt out
1. Check the tags of your cloth- Fabric softeners are used to make of white clothes but it is also good
ing before washing the clothes.
clothes smell fresh and feel softer. at eating away at the material of
Separate
your
whites
from
2.
your You can choose between a liquid your clothing. It would also be a
colours.
fabric softener or sheets. The sheets good idea not to use bleach all the
3. Always check the pockets of are cheaper but they don't give as time as it wili cause your clothing
your clothes.
much of a fresh scent as the liquid. to wear down a lot quicker.
4. Only use bleach for white
To use the liquid fabric sofThe other danger to using
clothing.
add
the
softener
with
tener,
the bleach occurs when bleach is used
5. It is best to wash your clothes final rinse cycle of the load of with coloured clothing. If you use
in cold water.
laundry. To use the sheets, just bleach with coloured clothing, your
There are several places where throw one sheet into the dryer clothes will turn out with white
students can do their laundry. For with the load of laundry.
blotches everywhere.
those students living in residence,
There are also new machines
Another danger to watch out
are
a
there
few washing machines that have a compartment for fabric for is the shrinking of clothes.
on every floor. Everyone is given a softener and one for soap. This With the older dryers, it is crucial
specific hour during the week in will enable you to put in the fabric to keep track of how long your
which they may use the machines. softener at the beginning of the clothing has been in the dryer beIf by chance you miss that cycle so you won't have to wait for cause if your clothes are left in the
hour, you can do one of two things. the rinse cycle.
dryer too long, they have a good
Walk around in dirty clothes or go
One thing to remember is that chance of shrinking, especially if
to the Laundromat. The closest
with the older machines, the soap they are 100 percent cotton.
Laundromat to Wilfrid Laurier is should be put into the machine
Silk and rayon clothing have
The Washery. It is best to set aside before the clothes. With the new to be treated with special care. It is
some quarters during the week.
machines, there should be a sepabest to check the tags of your clothDoing laundry may cost approxirate part for soap so your clothes
ing to be sure that your clothing is
mately $5.00 a week.
first.
not
ruined. It is best to hand wash
can go in

Frosh News

Laundry
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face it, it has to be done.

silk. Depending on what the tags
of your rayon clothing instruct you
to do, you may be able to machine
wash rayon, preferably on the delicate cycle. Again, hand washing is
a lot safer.
It really is ironic when people
put their clothes in the washer to
clean them but they end up coming
out dirtier than they were going in.
Check the pockets of your clothing
in order to prevent this from happening.
Checking your pockets only
takes an extra 30 seconds and it
may save you money in the long
run. Items like gum, money, and
cigarettes can make a real mess of
your clothes if they go through the

pic Han/ey Luong

wash.
The operation of washers and
dryers vary but there are some
similar features with most machines. On a washer, there is a
temperature knob which controls
the setting that the temperature
should be set at and a knob for the
amount of water.
When dealing with dryers,
there is usually a knob that can be
adjusted to determine how long
the clothes shouldbe in for. Again,
it would be best toread the manual.
Doing laundry isn't too difficult to do but it is something that
must be done. If students keep this
in mind, doing laundry can be an
easier task.

How to find a house without ending up in a student slum
DAVE MARCUS
Frosh News

Finding suitable housing in Waterloo depends entirely on what
you consider necessary and/or
sufficient to maintain your desired lifestyle. Bottom line: the
earlier you start hunting, the
more selection you have to work
with, and the more selection you
have, the greater the chance of
discoveringa place thatsuits you.
Don't be fooled by ancient
myths of students following rainbows to vacant dream apartments
that happen to be ridiculously inexpensive, one day before classes
begin. It only happens once in a
very long while, and be sure it
won't happen to you.
Of course there are no strict
rules, but basically, the closer you
are to the school, the more you are
going to pay.
If you are not afraid of exercise, or if you have a vehicle at
your disposal, or if you revel in

I
I
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public transit, and proximity is not
a concern, you may very well find
something a little more spacious,
and a little less costly the further
you search from the campus.
Keeping this in mind, it is
advisable to pick up a copy of the
K-W Record and scan through the
classifieds. It will give you a good
idea of rental rates and what is
available outside school regions.
If you are not familiar with the
city, you may also want to purchase a map just to see how everything fits together.
More than likely, however,
convenience is something you'll
want to consider. Living near the
school has its definite advantages.
It is easier to roll out of bed and
make it to the campus in those
late-for-whatever-emergency-situations if you have less distance to
worry about.
Don't forget that you are in
severe competition with thousands
of students from Laurier, and from
the University of Waterloo. It is
■
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important to use this to your advantage.

The Housing Office at Laurier
is located at the far end of the
MacDonald House Residence (facing the Student Union Building).
The selection available there is
somewhat limited and can be discouraging.
This doesn't mean you won't
find something, but in reality your
chances are far better exploring
what is available at the University
of Waterloo; it is a much larger
school, so landlords will go there
first in the hope of attracting youthful cash.
Also, because of Waterloo's
extensive co-op programs, there is
a much higher turnover rate in
local accommodations.
It is worth your while to browse
the "Housing For Rent" board located in Waterloo's Campus Centre. Because of the large volume
you may find rates more competitive, and you may even be able to
do some bargaining.
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includes hydro, heating, and other
facilities in the rent. If it does not,
be sure to ask what such payments
are monthly, but be wary, as landlords have a strong tendency to
underestimate these figures.
Often, it is wiser to find a
place where everything is inclusive, especially if you live in excess and don't want the hassle of
bills.
Trying to collect money from
roommates can be treacherous,
particularly when accounts are in
your own name.
It cannot be overemphasized
that you begin searching for living
space as soon as you possibly can.
Choosing a place to live can go
sour very quickly, and finding
yourself desperately looking for
any old closet is not a position you
want to be in.
On the other hand, selecting
and securing a place to reside can
be extremely rewarding. Either
way, it's you who has to ive there.
Good luck.

A Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publication
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Don't hesitate to let landlords
know that you have come across
similar arrangements to the one he
or she is showing you, for less
dollars. It never hurts to try.
Anotheroption is the Housing
Office at the University of Waterloo, near Village One.
Once you select several plausible abodes, you will want to take
technicalities into account. Signing a 12 month lease means finding one or several subletters, unless you intend to live there year
round.
Subletting in Waterloo is pure
hell. More than likely you will be
forced to take whatever monthly
payments you can get, as the summer exodus ensues, and places
more luxurious than yours are
snatched up at rates too low to
mention.
Eight month leases are more
rare, but they do exist and can save
you problems in the long run.
It is imperative to know
whether or not a prospective place
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University survival tips
MARTIN WALKER

attended. On the first few days of
classes sit by someone that you
think you can scam notes from.

After four years of Laurier life, you
get a chance to experience a lot
more things than just your classes.
Unfortunately, I made mistakes
along the way. Lord, did I make
mistakes! But you do not have to
fall in the same traps and pitfalls
that I did. Follow the following
simple pointers, and you should be
all right.
Classes:
Contrary to popular belief, it
is wise to attend classes on a regular basis. There's nothing scarier
than attending a class that you
haven't been at for a month and
finding out thatthere is a test in the
course that day on a topic you have
not even heard of before.
While it may be pretty cool to
know that you can pretty much
skip off any time you want, itreally
isn't worth it. Even with the best
note-taker in the world to give you
his/her notes, you'll probably still
miss something that's on the
However, realizing that there
will be times when for one reason
or another (i.e. emergency situation, previous commitment, hangover) you cannot attend, here are
some helpful suggestions:
1) See if you can attend another
section of the course. Many first
year classes have more than one
section at a different time, so try
and attend another one instead.
2) Try and get all notes from your
missed lectures from someone that

3) NEVER skip thefollowing: labs,
exams, final day of classes. The
reasons are pretty obvious. You'll
be crucified in the end. It is critical
that you attend labs, because attendance is counted. Attend the
final day of classes (or the lecture
before an exam), because quite
often the professor will give you
hints on what to study.
4) As tempting as it may be to try
at least once, don't go to class
drunk (especially a class that involves you conversing with people). Trust me on this. Your notes

Frosh News

Floor parties are a great way to
meet people and have a good time.
Loud music, alcohol and members
of the opposite sex all help you to
have a blast, but trying to word this
as responsible yet still as honest as
I can always keep your head on
straight and don't be an ass.

will be worth shit, enjoyment will
be minimal, and chances of making an ass out of yourself are quite
high. It's not really that much fun.
I am not an expert on notetaking, but I understand that Career Services will probably be able
to help you. Attend a seminar on
note-taking if you can, it will
really pay off. You'll have a lot
more information thrown out at
you than in high school, so learn to

exam.

discriminate.

Parties/Bars:
I have grouped the two together because the two are often
interrelated. If you are a residence
student, you will become familiarized with "floor parties". These
are scheduled parties between your
floor and your brother/sister residence floor (your residence "Don"
will tell you more about these when
you move in).

-

Unprotected sex, alcohol
poisonings, accidents and much
more are possible repercussions of
thoughtless actions at a floor party.
Have a good time, but don't get
carried away.
It should be noted here that
floor parties are very well supervised and partiers are all escorted
back to their respective residences
after the party. This cuts down on
any spur of the moment decisions
that might be regretted later.
Bars in the area are numerous
(check out Scotty's bar review).
All require I.D. Some are great,
some are not, and frankly you won' t
find out until you've tried them.
Don't just stick to the same bar
every time. Instead, check out a
variety. There are two things I
want to touch on here: 1) booze
money and 2) bar awareness.
l)Booze Money
Always be sure that you keep
your drinking in line. This may be
the first time you are away from
home for any prolonged period of
time, and frankly, you may not be
used to it. I don't want to sound
preachy, because Lord knows I've
had my share of liquor (enough to
last me several lifetimes), but you
don't have to drink to have fun.

it is important to realize who is
around you.
Here are some other hints to
follow when you are out for a night
on the town:
1) If you are going out to get drunk,
don't wear your best clothes. Odds
are they'll get dirty when you fall
down or your vomit (or maybe
somebody else's) will wreck them.
2) Don't vomit in front of people.
Really, you shouldn't be drinking
that much in the first place, but if
you do, try and find a toilet or
corner or window to spew if you
have to.
3) If you do vomit in front of
"As tempting as it
someone, don't try and pretend it
on this
may be to try at least didn't happen. Trust me the
one. Apologize and leave
bar/
quickly
possible.
as
as
party
once, don't go to
4) Make sure you go with friends.
Drinking
alone is no fun, and for
class drunk. Trust me
safety reasons (for males and females) it is better if you are with
on this."
someone to help you get home if
you
have to.
university, you will have spent
Your university life is as exclose to $7600 in booze. That's a
citing and rewarding as you choose
lot of money!
to make it. Only you can know
2) Bar awareness
Bars and parties can be a lot of what is right for your yourself. No
fun, but problems arising from one underestimates the fact that
them may not be. Meeting new you are all adults now, but forms of
people and having a good time are, peerpressure still exist. If it doesn't
of course, the reasons why you go feel comfortable with you, then it
out. Again, be aware of where you isn't right with you.
As a final suggestion, get out
are and who is hanging around
and meet new people. You may
you. It is a bar or party, which
actually find some you like! Just
means that there will be intoxikidding.
Good luck at Laurier and
cated (sometimes severely) people
around. While this does certainly have a great next 3 to 4 years (or
more).
not make any of their ac tions O. K.,

Yeah, yeah, I know what
you're saying, but booze has ruined the life of students before.
Alcoholism is not humorous and it
can be a very real factor in anyone's life. What I am saying is,
drink in moderation if you choose
to drink at all.
Hangovers, as you probably
well know, are not fun, and neither
is the bill. If you buy 12 drinks per
week at an average price of $3.00
per drink (including tip), then your
total for an average year is around
$1900 a year. In four years of

There is a galaxy of job opportunities for
you in the Students' Union for September
WILF'S BAR is opening food area in September and
)

LAURIER LIVE
an infernal broadcast system for the
Student Union Building
we require energetic volunteers with
broadcast and DJ experience for 3o hours per week
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BRARHIC ARTISTS are needed for the Students'
Union Marketing Department to create promotion material for
all Students Union activities, using computers, free-hand art,
and the infamous cuf-and-paste method. Time commitment
is appi oximcitely 3-5 hours per week.

All positions will have applications
cr
i 1
1
available
in September!
Watch for details when you arrive
on campus!
•
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Union serves your needs
ANGELA GALLUP
Frosh News

The Students' Union is a student corporation at Wilfrid Laurier. The Students' Union was
formed in order to give the students of Wilfrid Laurier a voice
that can be heard by the University Administration, as well as
the government. The Union also
provides many student services.
The Students' Union is funded
by the students. Part of the funding comes from the Student Administrative Council fees and the
rest of the funding comes from
every drink at Wilf' s or the T urret,
every quarter used in the games
room machine, or every time a
student has aresumedone through
Resumes Plus. With all of the
Union's funding coming from the
students, students are strongly
encouraged to use the Union's services.
In order to function effectively
the Students' Union has a large
administrative department. The
Union is controlled by the actions
of its Board of Directors, which is
elected from the student body each
February. The president as well as
the VP: University Affairs are also
elected.
The Board of Directors is legally responsible for the two million dollar operation of the Students' Union. The job of the members of the Board of Directors is to
be sure that the actions of the
Students' Union executive is in

the best interest of the students.
The Marketing department
deals with the Public Relations
and Graphic Departments as well
as dealing with the two bars on
campus.
Resumes Plus is located on the
third floor of the Student Union
Building. Resumes Plus will do
resumes, cover letters, essays, theses, business cards, posters and
flyers. The prices vary depending
on what the student wants. For a
two-page resume, the price would
be $11.00. Letters are $3.60 per
page, and essays are $1.90 per
page with the small font and $ 1.30
per page with the larger font.
Resumes Plus is open duringregular business hours and can be contacted at 884-2990.
Specially designed for those
students that need to take a rest is
the Niobe Lounge. Located on the
second floor of the Student Union
building, the Niobe Lounge has
comfortable plush chairs students
can sink into.
The T.V. Lounge is located in
the Student Union building on the
third floor. This lounge is available for use 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. Included in this lounge are
chairs and a T.V.
The Corner Pocket is located
on the third floor of the Student
Union Building. The Corner
Pocket provides students with an
arcade, pool tables, and a snack
bar, selling things from candy to
cigarettes. The hours run from 9:30
a.m. to 11:30 p.m. Monday toFri-

day and 12:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
on Saturday and Sunday.
The Centre Spot is located on
the second floor of the Student

Union building. The Centre Spot
is open from 8:30 a.m. to 11:00
p.m. Monday to Friday and 11:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday. The Centre Spot offers
students fax service, photocopiers, dry-cleaning, concert tickets,
lottery tickets, confections, magapic: Sheldon Page
zines and groceries, just to name a Union secretary Linda keeps things running.
few.
Friday, 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. safeon-campus. Foot Patrol is set
The Turret is primarily a dance Saturday and 1:00 p.m. to 11:00 up so that students may be escorted
bar offering rock and roll, dance p.m. Sunday.
to bus stops, cars, between buildmusic, as well as live entertainings and home within a certain
Also located at the main Stument.
dents' Union office is Tutorial distance of the school.
Members of the Students' Services. The service matches tuFoot Patrol members keep an
Union that are involved with the tors with those in need of assisteye on the campus. If a Foot PaTurret are presently working on a ance. The cost is $10.00 an hour, troller happens to come across
new schedule for next year. They which is paid directly to the tutor. anything suspicious, campus seare hoping to present the students
The Students' Union also has curity will becalled to check it out.
with more live entertainment and a program called Personal and The Foot Patrol works in malea DJ on Thursday nights. Rob Placement Services. This profemale pairs and all are volunTrojansek, VP: Marketing, said gram helps volunteers by referring teers. The patrollers undergo an
that the Union is thinking about them to places that they wish to intensive interviewing process in
turning the Turret into a huge volunteer at the Students' Union. order to work with the service.
lounge that will be open all day.
The Students' Union is also Service by the Foot Patrol is free.
There is also the possibility of concerned with the safety of stuPatrollers are radio connected to a
food service in the Turret in the dents on and off the campus.
dispatch office. The hours of the
future.
The Foot Patrol is a program Foot Patrol are: Spring and Fall
Wilf's is another great place that is designed to see that you will 8:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. (Septemfor students to spend their time. arrive home worry-free. The Foot ber, October, March and April).
Wilf's is a gatheringplace on camPatrol is located at the MacDonald Winter hours are 7:30 p.m. to
pus for students. At Wilf's some House overpass. This program 1:30 a.m. (November, December,
new changes are being taken into began last year and has already
January and February).
consideration. It is possible that been really successful. The Foot
There are two numbers at
food will be served all day and Patrol originated because of the which the Foot Patrol can be conthere may be take-out food on growing concern of campus viotacted. Off-campus phone the paweekends. The hours run from lence. The Foot Patrol feels that trol at 886-FOOT. On-campus dial
1:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Monday to students have every right to feel x foot (x 3668).
-

-

Quick WLU questions

I gjMg SUPPORTS

ANGELA GALLUP
Frosh News
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1) Where do students go to get involved with extra-curricular
activities?
Student Publications and the Students' Union are volunteer driven
and need your help. Please see articles on both corporations in this issue.
2) Where can students eat?
There are two cafeterias on campus. One cafeteria is called the
Dining Hall and the other is the Torque Room. These cafeterias serve
breakfast, lunch and supper.
3) How can students find out about activities such as sports teams?
For Intramural sports, a brochure will be distributed during orientation, outlining the information needed to participate. In order to get
information about Varsity sports, a student has to go to the Athletic
office. In the office, there is a list of the various coaches and how to
contact them.
4) What type of card is needed to sign out books from the library?
Wilfrid Laurier has an extensive Library. To sign out a book from
the library, a student card is needed. Anyone living in local residence
and who isn't a university student must have a special card which can
be picked up at the library.
5) What happens if students are not sure what classes they want to
take?
When a student is not sure of the classes he/she wants to take, Dr.
Elliot, assistant of the Dean of Arts and Science, is available to talk to
the student. Business and Economics students should contact the office
of the Business and Economics Dean at extension 2214.
6) Where can students park? Is a permit needed?
Parking is available for students from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. A
permit is needed to park during these hours. After hours, a permit is not
needed. A permit is issued when an individual presents a valid driver's
licence and proof of motor vehicle registration. Students can get their
permits at the Business Office and faculty and staff can get their permits
at the Physical Plant Office.
The price for parking permits vary. It costs approximately $70.00
to park annually on campus.
Students with motorcycles can park on the concrete pad in front of
MacDonald House on Mid-Campus Drive. The fee for a motorcycle
permit is $20.00 annually.
7) Is there a daycare program offered for students with children?
There is not a daycare program offered on campus for students that
have children but arrangements have been made with the YMCA
located on Lincoln Rd. and the lona location, also located on Lincoln
Rd. The students at Wilfrid Laurier don' t get a discount, but the daycare
centres will hold 50 spaces for students.
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entertainment
K/W vegetarian hot spots
DAVE SCOTT

Frosh Entertainment
At first glance, the idea of a
meat-free existence in this meatproducing region would appear
rather difficult. However, there are
quite a few worthwhile restaurants
and food stores that sell non-carnivorous items.
In the case of restaurants, most
generic eateries offer one or two
token meat free dishes, although
not always truly vegan (without
dairy products). For instance, in
University Plaza, East Side
Marios has some great pasta dishes
(some contain dairy products). I
recommend the spaghetti with tomatoes, which is served with unlimited free salad and bread.
Just up the street, behind HMV
is a newly opened Egyptian restaurant, the Almadina, with about
half the menu being vegetarian.
This is among the best variety and
quality of vegetarian food to be
found in Waterloo. They offer a
selection of excellent sampler
plates comprised of several dishes.
Down at the Duke of Wellington pub (beside Waterloo Town
,

Square), they have a vegetarian
special every day. They also have
a range of soups, salads, and for
the less health-obsessed, there are
simply the best damn fries in town.
Further un-carnivorous delights are found at Cafe Bon Choix
in the Waterloo City building, on
Regina Street. They have an excellent hummus salad (chick peas,
tahini, garlic and lemon) which is
served as a paste and eaten with
pita bread.. Hummus is full of
protein, and also delicious. Cafe
Bon Choix also has a selection of
pasta dishes, and a fabulous range
of decadent desserts.
Two of the best stores in town
for finding vegetarian products to
prepare at home are The Natural
Food Store (opposite the Zellers
plaza, off Bridgeport Road), and
Full Circle Foods (on King Street
in downtown Kitchener). Both
stores have all kinds of easy-toprepare dishes like vegetable chile,
polenta, falafel and hummus, along
with a variety of grain and soy
burgers.
The Great Grain Burgers at
the Natural Food Store are particularly outstanding especially
-

Vegetarianism: Culinary wonders from the vegetable section.
when barbecued.
Edensoy soy milk is a terrific
alternative to cow's milk.
Both stores have a range of
beans, breads, grains, rice, tofu
and soy products. Recipe books
are sold in the stores.
Remember, a selection of pro-

pic: Sheldon Page

*

teins, carbohydrates, and vitamins
are essential, and it's worth reading up on recommended requirements. This information is better
gleaned from non-dairy or meat
industry sponsored publications.

You will find that it is in fact
possible to be extremely healthy

without devouring flesh. With a
bit of effort and know-how, vegetarian living can be a lot more
interesting than carrots and lettuce.
Indeed, cutting down on meat
consumption is a healthier and
more civilized way to live.

Exposing Laurier's taLents

ANGELA GALLUP
Frosh Entertainment

Culture at Wilfrid Laurier is
alive and well. This year, Laurier
will be presenting an assortment

of theatre productions, art exhibits, and musical events.
The Robert Langen Gallery is
home to a variety of art exhibits.
The Gallery is named after former
Fine Arts professor Robert Langen.

Langen started the Fine Arts department at Laurier.
The Robert Langen Gallery is
presenting eight exhibits this year.
The first exhibit starts on September 13. The exhibits run until April.

The first 7 exhibits promote Cana-

dian artists, and the eighth exhibit
features student, faculty and staff
art work. In order to have art work
placed in the final exhibit, the
work must be submitted by the
beginning of March as the exhibit
takes pi ace in the m iddle of March.
The Robert Langen Gallery,
located on the first floor of the
John Aird Centre, is open from
September to April, the hours running from 10:00 a.m .to 7:00 p.m.
Another part of the art scene
at Wilfrid Laurier is Theatre Laurier. TheatreLaurier will be putting
on two productions this year. One
production will be in September
and the other will be in January.
Theatre Laurier presentations consist of comedies, Shakespearean
works and musicals.
The fall production will be
taking place on September 23,24
and 25 at 8:00 p.m. The production will be taking place in the
Theatre Auditorium and is called
"The Last Labour Day." The Last
Labour Day is an original script
written by Leslie O'Dell. O'Dell
also directs.
The tickets for the fall production are $10.00 regular and $8.00
for students and seniors. Tickets
for this production are available at
the door.
The cast of the productions
primarily involve students, although if any faculty and staff
members are interested, they too
may try out. There have been faculty and staff members in past
productions.

The Laurier

arts scene is sure to

please a variety of artistic palets.

File photo

Another part of Laurier's art
scene is the Faculty of Music. The

Faculty of Music offers several
concerts throughout the school
year, from September to the middle of July.
The Faculty of Music presents
a concert every Tuesday at noon.
The concerts are performed by faculty, alumni and visiting artists, in
the Recital Hall in the Aird Centre. These concerts go from September to March. Students do not
have to arrive at noon or stay until
the end of the concert as it is
understandable that many schedules don't allow students to spend
a lunch hour to watch an entire
concert. These concerts are free
for the public and Laurier students.
Every Thursday at noon, the
students of the faculty perform.
For Laurier students, it is free to
watch these concerts.
The Faculty of Music student
ensembles give public concerts
throughout the year. These concerts are held in either the Recital
Hall, the Theatre Auditorium, or
the Keffer Memorial Chapel. These
concerts are free for all Wilfrid
Laurier students. These ensembles include the WLU Choir, the
Chapel Choir, the WLU Symphony
Orchestra, the WLU Wind Ensemble, Jazz Ensemble, and a variety of Chamber Music ensembles.
The Faculty of Music also produces the opera excerpts that are
held in the fall and a major opera
production which is held in February.
Students may pick up a 1993/
1994 program from the music
office, located in the Aird Centre.
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places to be

ALTERNATIVE
PAT BRETHOUR
Frosh Entertainment

eat the combo
and help you
waddle out the door.
Pogo's, on the corner of
—

Three men enter a bar through
a crowded hallway. Strange looking people dressed in black glare
at the trio. A woman makes a
bizarre Mork-of-Ork-like gesture
at them. The three men run out of
a bar. That view of "alternative
culture"
taken from a Molson

Regina and Bridgeport, is another
Arabian establishment. Pogo's
claim to alternative fame rests on:
1. its amazing coffee (cinnamon is
the secret, methinks), and 2. its
patio, where you can quaff down
said amazing coffee.
Cafe Bon Choix (on Regina,
in Waterloo City Hall), and Cafe
Canadian commercial—is unfortunate and untrue.
Mozart (King Street, across from
Yup, there is a lot more to Consumers Distributing) both ofalternative culture than black turfer to-die-for pastries, greatcoffee
tlenecks and even blacker coffee. and an intimate atmosphere. If
When you really get down to it, you are a chocolate addict, then try
alternative culture really means out one (or both) of these cafes.
"things-to-do-when-you-get-tiredJazz combos and other acoustic
of-chuckle head-jock-bars". So if performers make regular appear(or more likely when) you want an ances at Cafe Mozart.
alternative to overpriced beer and
overly loud Steve Miller
read Bars
on.
If Top 40 makes you nauseous,
try out one (or all) of the following
Food
bars:
While there are lots of burger Phil's Bar and Grill (across from
and fries joints in Waterloo, you Laurier on King Street)
Cheap pitchers of draughtbeer
may want to tantalize your palate
with some of Waterloo's more and raucous music combine to
exotic restaurants. One of my famake an outstanding drinking exvourites is Aladdin's, located on perience. Friday night is the night
King S treet, justnorth of Erb Street. to be at Phil's. Come to think of it,
Aladdin's —specializing in MidPhil's looks an awful lot like that
dle East cuisine
serves up the bar in the Molson Canadian ad...
Club Abstract (straight down
best falafel this side of the Euphrates
and for minimal financial King Street, just before the railpain, too! The appetizer combo
road tracks)
which covers your entire table
This bar is a lot like Phil' s (the
is a must-try, too. Just be sure to music is good and loud, actually
bring two or three friends with louder) and a little different (the
you. You'll need them to help you drinks are pricier). Still, Club
—

—

—

—

—

—

A
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Abstract is a safe bet for a wild
time.
The Lion's Brew Pub, Huether
Hotel (corner of King and Princess)
This English-style pub brews
meanits draught beer on-site
ing you get the best tasting ale and
lager in all of Kitchener-Waterloo. A nifty wood-and-stone venue,
the Brew Pub is a great spot to be
when you want to talk, and soothe
your dry throat.
—

Books
The Princess Cinema is a Waterloo favourite. Pic: Sheldon Page
Occasionally, you will be
struck with the urge to read somerious poses of Surrender Other Stuff
If all of the above stuff still
thing other than a textbook or a Dorothy's mannequins, and for
cereal box. When this happens, the sometimes-subversive literaleaves you with time on your hands,
ture rack just inside the door. As you might want to try:
get thee to a used bookstore!
Spending a couple of hours far as the clothes go, well...you One of Waterloo's parks. In the
surrounded by book-smell, while could outfit Jimi Hendrix, Janis spring or fall, you can have apretty
ferreting out that hard-to-find Joplin, (the skinny) Elvis and all interesting time cruising around
Chaucer collection, may not turn of the Doors, without depleting in the sunshine. And in June, The
everyone's crank. But if you have the stock.
Sounds of Summer festival is held
to
the compulsion buy (obscenely
in Waterloo Park.
inexpensive) books, then try one Movies
Yuk Yuk's, on University Avnon- enue West. Sure, it's amainstream
of K-W's many used bookstores.
Do
like repertory
Casablanca Books (on Hollywood hype
movies? Then comedy club, but the jokes are
Queen. St. in downtown the Princess Cinema is for you. always twisted, and usually funny
Kitchener) is my favourite. There Located just off of King and PrinSt. Jacob's, a tourist town which is
are two others on King Street in cess, the cinema offers an eclectic about a twenty minute drive up
Kitchener, and another on Regina mixture of small-budget flicks, King Street. Although you may
wan t to take a brief look around S t.
Street in Waterloo.
classic movies and even the occasional thoughtful mainstream reJacob's itself (the town is picturClothes
lease. The Cord distributes the esque, despite its tourist trap staSurrender Dorothy and Eye Princess Cinema's movie guide tus), I would recommend visiting
in the Sky (both located near each month. Do yourself a favour the Elora Gorge. If you like hiking
Bridgeport and King, in Waterand try the Cinema out. Also, the around, you' 11love theElora Gorge
loo) offer second-hand clothing at prices are substantially below what And if all else fails.... Yonge Street
bargain prices. Watch for the cuyou'd pay in an Odeon or Cineplex. is only an eighty minute driveaway.
—

—
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drinking holes

A quick to
SCOTT McKAY
Frosh Entertainment
After the highly stressful ordeal of moving away from home
and sorting out your course selections, it is time to kick back and
relax with your new friends over a
few cool ones.
The campus is located quite
close to many watering holes that
will suit the needs and desires of
all sorts. Everything from (dead)
disco to dance to English pubs can
be found as well as many others.
First I will tell you about the
Turret. Most frosh frequent the
Turret. This is open on Thursday
through Saturday and occasionally through the week for special
events. You will need ID to get in
so do not forget it.
The Turret plays dance, rap
and a lot of other stuff in that same
basket on Thursday nights. Friday
is more of a rock night but some
dance seems to slip in from time to
time. Sometimes there are bands
there on Saturdays. One thing is
for sure, though, especially in the
earlier stages of the year. By ten
o'clock the washrooms will have
been puked in by someone unable
to digest a recent food choice, or
just maybe from overindulgence.
Watch your footing!
WilPs, the other licensed establishment on-campus, is open
pretty much all of the time. Saturday afternoons they do not open
until eight. You will need ID to get
in anytime, but in the mornings
anybody can get in regardless of
age.
There is often entertainment
in WilPs, which ranges from a
single human to a complete band.

Regardless of talent, the pub fills
quickly so get there early, even if
it means leaving class prematurely.
WilPs offers a fine selection
of draft beer, usually about nine
types, along with all the other bar
usuals. WilPs is a good place to
hang out, but BE WARNED, it is
addictive! People have been found
in there thatare Alumni from 1965.
They just cannot leave.
Some food items are available
throughout the day and a hit squad
comes in at lunch time from university food services to serve up
the daily gruel. It is not too bad, but

"A hit squad comes
in at lunch time from

university food
services to serve up
the daily gruel."
if you are thinking of spending the
whole day in WilPs drinking and
preparing for an exam you might
consider choking some food down.
Other places that people can
drink on-campus are frowned
upon. Do not drink in the Concourse. This is a main area of the
campus and tossing back a few
brewskis may attract unwanted
attention, but at least no ID is
required...up front.
Some bars off-campus that
may be of interest to you can be
found quite close (a mere stagger
away). Phil's Bar and Grill
(220 King St. N.) located across

The Turret: Where everyone knows your

name.

File photo

King Street near the Athletic Complex is a cool place to go.
The beer is cheaper than oncampus and the food is not to bad
either, but more expensive than
on-campus. Sort yourpriori ties out.
Phil's gets lots of good bands
in and you will need ID to get in on
busy nights. If you are into black
leather Phil's is for you. Three
excellent pool tables clutter up the
back of the bar for those interested.
If you plan on getting really pissed
make sure you have mouth protection for the walk out. A large metal
staircase must be negotiated. So
keep this in mind when you are
dumping back your umpteenth
Export.
Morty's (244 King St. N.),
which is close to Phil's, is much
smaller. Morty, a local
councilman, is around from time
to time and is happy to talk with
the student patrons. Occasionally
they will have a band but not too
often. The chicken wings are good
but the booze is a little pricey. ID
is usually asked for. I have seen
lots of people get blasted there and
then fly out into the street half
crazed looking for Pizza Pizza.
Perhaps there is something in the
ice cubes.
Then there is The Twist (341
Marsland Dr.) Probably during
Frosh Week your travels will bring
you to The Twist. This is a converted roller skating arena which
now plays host to many thousands
of people and some decent bands.
I would suggest bringing a
rope that all your friends can hang
on to without getting lost. The
place is BIG. However, there must
be a person serving liquor in there
about every five feet. Every time
you turn around there is cold beer
or shooters to be had.
The Twist has a big deck on
the roof which is cool. While practising anti-sobriety activities, keep
in mind that the deck is well off the
ground. The Twist is only about a
ten minute walk from school and
can be found by asking anyone.
Casey's (83 Weber St. N.),
which is a little closer than The
Twist, is a good place to go. The
food is good but the drinks are in
the upper end as far as price is
concerned. As usual, ID is required.
In short, it is like mostroadhouses.
There are otherroadho uses around
like East Side Mario's and
McGinnis Landing but they are
all much the same.
Stinger's (28 King St. N.),
which is in Uptown Waterloo, is
like a Laurier pub off campus.
These guys cater to Laurier students and are supportive of some

Phil's used to have

a

caged in dance floor.

of our sports teams. They have
beer and wing specials which are
definitely worth checking out.
Dance music usually fills the air as
well as scented body lotions and
oils.
The Olde English Parlour
(77 King St. N.) is the servant to
the beer God. Beers from all over
Europe pipe through special taps
at the bar of this fashionable pub.
The price for the sweet nectars is a
little dear but if you crave the finer
hop derivatives the price is worth

"They have all the

power to bust some
drunken slob as any
other cop does, but

if good behaviour
prevails 5 so will luck."
it.
They have solo entertainment
Fridays and Saturdays which can
be good. They also have a fine
menu so if you have plans for
taking a date out and semi-impressing them, this could be an
ideal place.
Try to remember, though, that
the beers here may be a little
stronger than the formula that you
are currently being weaned off of.
So if passing out in your date's lap
is your idea of the perfect date
your table is waiting.
The Huether Hotel (59 King
St. N.) has much to offer. In one
-

Cord

Pic: Harvey Luong

room, strippers (female) will help
members of the crowd forget their
worries (or revive them). A grand
pool hall can be found upstairs at
the back. A restaurant brew pub is
in the basement and a sports bar is
on the one side.
All the bars serve several inhouse brewed products which are
quite palatable and cheap. Smoke
gets a little heavy from time to
time but after nine or ten Lion
Ale's you won't notice.
There are some places to drink
off campus that are not licensed
establishments. There always seem
to be keg parties going on which
are good, clean, economical,
choke-out-your-spleen fun. Certain campus clubs have parties at
the end of the year, at Christmas
time, Easter, first Friday of the
month, Name a Reason for a Party
party. You get my point.
If you do intend on going offcampus to get cranked, watch out
for the Regional Police. They do
not stand for too much screwing
around from students who think
they own the world (even though
we do). However, the police can be
helpful (by this I mean not busting
your ass for being drunk in public)
if they are given some respect.
The campus cops are just that.
Cops. They have all the power to
bust some drunken slob as any
other cop does, but if good behaviour prevails so will luck.
There are many more places
to drink and act stupid which are
worthy of mention but space limits
this. The bar owners around here
like the studentsbecause they spend
a significant amount of money
overall. Just remember one thing.
If you can't be good, at least be
careful. Cheers!
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here For you

Campus clubs
KEN SHIM
Frosh News

Campus clubs are the easiest
way to get involved at WLU in an
extra-curricular-ish kind of way.
They offer an excellent opportunity to meet new people with similar interests, acquire leadership
and organizational skills, and

PARTY!!!
There are over 45 clubs on
campus (believe it or not, WLU
actually has more clubs than its
much larger neighbour down the
road...U of W, that is). The clubs
are as varied as the students that
attend the school. I personally
guarantee that there will be a campus club that fits your personality,
lifestyle, or other unmentionables.
Joining a club can be very
painless. All it takes is $4 or $5 for
a one year membership. Your
membership will allow you to go
to all the club- sponsored events at
a $1 or $2 discount which means
that the membership fee really does
pay for itself. In addition, you get
a really nifty little membership
card with your name on it to prove
that you really do exist in someone's mind other than your own.
You have the chance to join a
clubon 3 different occasions. First,
the various campus clubs will be
set up in the Athletic Complex
during Frosh Week (don't forget
to bring some cashola to pay for
membership dues when your don
tells you to go to the Athletic Complex. for ID pictures).
Second, the clubs will be set
up in the Concourse during one of
the first few weeks of school. Logi-

cally, it's entitled "Campus Clubs
Week", so look for posters around
the school for further details.
Your last chance to join a club
can take place at any other time
during the year. All you have to do
isdropby the Campus Clubs office
or leave a message with Linda, the
Students' Union secretary. They're
both located on the third floor of
the Student Union Building.
For further information, contact the Campus Clubs Coordinator, Catherine (her friends call her
"Athy") Phillips at 884-1360.1 am
sure that she will be more than
delighted to help steer you in the
right direction because that's just
the type of person she is.

"Joining a club can
be very painless. All

it takes is $4 or $5
for a one year
membership."
W i thou t further adieu, we w i 11
now segue on to bigger, better and
bouncier things...l give you the

Club profiles.
AIESEC
If you have ever dreamed of
spending a work term in another
country like France, Spain, Japan,
or Swaziland, then this is the club
for you. AIESEC offers its members the chance to gain some excellent organizational and leadership skills on any of its many com-

Musician's Network members trash the Turret,
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~

File photo

mittees. It also offers its members
the chance to find overseas placements through a vast network of
contacts.

African Students' Association
(ASA)
The ASA is one of the newest
clubs on campus. They promote
African culture within the school
through social get-togethers,guest
speakers, and exhibits.
Debating Society
Well, they sitaround inaroom
give
and
each other points for telling one another that they're wrong.
Every now and then, they do the
same thing but at other schools.
Anyone that really enjoys discussion, debating, or hearing the sound
of their voice should give this club
a try.

Marketing Association
The Marketing Association is
very active throughout the year.
They host the Procter and Gamble
softball tourney, the Marketing
Association Resume booklet, and
a P&G Marketing Symposium.
Also worth mention is the bevy,
nay, the veritable cornucopia of
real world marketing people that
speak on the tremendous impact
that marketing has on not only the
business world, but on society as a
whole.
Off-Campus Club
If you like to party, go on roadtrips, party, meet other off-campus students, or party, then join
this club, darn it!!!
Loyal Order of Waterbuffaloes
They are a Laurier institution.
Laurier's Waterbuffaloes are the
largest Waterbuffalo organization
in Canada...Yes, they are even bigger than Western's. Like the OffCam Club, they are basically a
partying, social club. They are
great for enormous parties and
inexpensive frosty beverages.
Ski Club
The Ski Club hosts some most
excellent ski trips throughout the
ski season. They usually have at
least 5 or 6 trips, including a New
Year 's bash in Quebec. Be sure to
join, even if only for the pleasure
of getting to know the club's truly
dynamic and twisted executive.
Laurier Christian Fellowship
(LCF)
The LCF meets every week to
talk aboutmatters of the soul. Also,
several guest speakers come out
during the year. They are not a
bunch of bible-thumping fanatics.
Instead, they offer solitude from
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AIESEC's March multicultural festival was a success. File photo
the hectic pace of university life All the lessons are taught by a
and the chance to get together with local diving school (at a discount),
people that share similar beliefs.
and at the end of the course, stuor
Bisexuals
at
dents can go on a diving trip.
Gays, Lesbians,
Laurier (GLOBAL)
Economics Association
One of the most progressive
One of the best ways to
clubs on campus, they offer peer schmooze with your eco prof for
support, counsell ing, and a chance
those brownie points is through
to get to know other gays, lesbians, the Economics Association Wine
or bisexuals in the community.
and Cheese party. They also host
The Musicians' Network
road trips and fund-raisers.
The Network's major project Chinese Students' Association
of the year is the production of (CSA)
The CSA hosts many events
their "Home Grown" tape which
consists of recordings by student during the year, including the
bands. They do an excellent job of Chinese food fair, Karaoke night,
promoting student talent through and parties co-hosted with U of W.
their concert series. Members also
There are so many clubs nere
get the chance to meet and 'jam' on campus that there is simply not
with each other. Last year they enough room in this article to prowere a regular act at the Turret.
file all of them. Here are some
TAMIAE
other clubs you should give a look
This is the club to join if you're into:
in the business program. TAMIAE
hosts some great parties every seAccounting Association, Adult/
mester, not to mention the golf Mature Student Association, Amtourney, car rally, talent competinesty International, Anthropology
tion, TAMIAE bursary and corn Club, Archaeological Society,
roast. Yes, they are a busy club.
Communications Club, Croatian
Mary Pranksters
Students' Association, English
very
Club, Environmentalists, EquesLaurier's
own 'deadhead' club. Their most notable trian Club, French and Spanish
event is their hosting of Jackstraw Club, Geography Club, German
(a deadhead cover band, of course). Club, Jazz Council, Music Therapy
All the proceeds from this event go Students' Association, Navigators,
towards charity.
Physics and Computing Club, PoliSeahawks
Sci Club, P.C. Club, Psychology
This scuba diving club...yes, I Club, Sociology Club, Science Ficsaid scuba diving...gives students tion/Fantasy Club, World Affairs
a chance to get their diving license Society, and many more. Watch
at Laurier's own swimming pool. for new clubs in September.
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Hungering For good eats?
CHRISTINA MARIE
CRAFT

near the Bus Terminal)

If you feel like venturing into the
heart of Kitchener, you must try
Charlie's. Charlie's offers an allyou-can-eat salad bar and garlic
bread sticks.The food is
yummmmmeeee.
Price: between $8 $15
Service: food within 30 minutes
EAST SIDE MARIO'S (located
by U of W, Campus Estates Plaza,

Frosh Entertainment

Yes, all the rumours you've

heard about dining hall food are
true. Despite a new, wonderful
looking, very expensive spaceship
built in the dining lounge last year,
the food has yet to improve. It
won't be long before you are out on
the town looking for alternatives.
The following guide should help
any starving student who wishes
to experience the dining scene in
K-W.
ALADDIN's (located on King
Street near Erb Street)
Just a flying carpet ride away from
Laurier, AL ADDI N'soffersatruly
groovy Middle Eastern experience.
The food is simply amazing and
the prices are very reasonable.
Recommendation: go with a few
friends and order all the cheap
appetizers so you get a chance to
sample everything.
Christina'sChoice: ShishTawook
Sandwich.
Price: Between $6 $15 per meal
Service: Food within 20 minutes
CASEY's (located on the corner
of Weber and Lodge Street).
Casey's is a good roadhouse restaurant/bar with fairly good food
and reasonable prices. Service is
excellent. Their desserts are great.
Christina's Choice: The Tex-Mex
-

entrees

Price: between $7 $15 per meal
Service: food within 30 minutes
CHARLIE'S (located inKitchener

-

University Avenue)
Beginning with the peanuts in the
shell while you wait, followed by
all you can eat garlic bread, soup
or salad and truly monster ItalioAmerican cuisine, East Side's
main purpose is to fill you up.
Service is awesome and ambience
is neat-o.
Price: Between $10 -$ 15 per meal
Service: entree within 20 minutes
FAST FOOD PLACES (located
everywhere)
Like every city in the world, K-W
is host to a variety of fast food
places. Unique to this area are
several smaller establishments you
might want to try. Sonny's hamburgers (located on Weber St.) is
Waterloo's best kept secret. You
can eat a good burger without getting heart burn or the

runs.Stanley's hamburgers are
made from all natural ingredients
and they even have zucchini sticks.
Mega Pizza is my favourite pizza
joint. Gino's Pizza is by far the
least expensive.
Christina's choice: Sonny's.
FAST BREAKS (located on
Phillip St. near U of W)

GO

HAWKSGO!

-

If you want up-scale atmosphere,

gigantic portions and teeny-weenie
prices, then Fast Breaks is where
you should go. Good variety too.
Christina's choice: The Crepes.
Price: between $5 $8
Service: food within 15 minutes
HUCKSTER'S (located by U ol
W, Campus Estates Plaza, University Avenue)
Hucksters is a "great little restaurant". You can get a good meal for
a good price. The chicken dishes
are absolutely amazing. You even
get to draw on the tables with
crayons.
Christina's choice: Any chicken
-

entree

Price: between $7 $12
Service: food within 20 minutes
KOALABY's (located on King
Street between Waterloo and
Kitchener)
Koalaby's is a nifty Australian
restaurant with a variety of sea
food platters along with traditional
Canadian dishes.
Price: between $8 $12
Service: food within 20 minutes
THE LION BREWERY a.k.a.
THEKENT (located on King Street
and Princess)
Inexpensive. Good food. Relaxed
atmosphere. Need I say more?
Christina's choice: honey garlic
wings
Price: between $5 $10
Service: food between 20 40 min-

-

-

-

utes

MORTY's (located across the
street from WLU on King)
A personal favourite. Morty's of-

Aladdin's has falafel that is legendary.
fers excellent food and fair prices.
There's nowhere else in town
where you can eat a burger and
talk to your favourite City
Counselor, Morty. His son, Jay, is
pretty nice too. Other attractions
at Morty's are the huge T.V.
screen, darts, and a singing machine. Morty's always has terrific
specials. Their burgers and wings
are the hugest and best in town.
They also deny any rumours that
their panzerotti is the largest in the
world. I've tried every item on the
menu and I can safely say Morty's
is the best restaurant in KitchenerWaterloo.
Christina's choice: the steak
Price: between $4.50-$7 per meal
Service: food within 10 minutes
THE OLDE ENGLISH PARLOUR (located on King Street
near the movie theatre)
This restaurant/bar is one of the
hottest places to go for a late night

pic: Sheldon Page

meal.
Price: between $10 $15
Service: food within 30 minutes
PHIL's BAR AND GRILL (located on King Street across from
WLU)
Phil's combines a groovy atmosphere with groovy food. Their pasta
dishes are supreme. Another neat
attraction is the laundry mat connected to Phil's. You can have a
good meal, watch television and
do your laundry all at the same
time.
Price: between $8 $15
Service: food within 30 minutes
SCHLOTZSKY'S (located on
University Avenue between Laurier and Waterloo)
For a good lunch at reasonable
prices, go to Schlotzky's. This
place serves sandwiches on neat-o
sourdough bread.
Price: $4 $6
Service: food within 3 minutes
-

-

-

SPORTS

WLUa ofers

thleics

varsity to intramural

National champions: Laurser

LUCIE ZIMA

Frosh Sports

So, you came to WLU for the
sports, huh? Good choice! Be it
Varsity athletics, intramural male,
female or co-ed, or instructional,
the choices are limitless. Here's a
rundown of what we have to offer:

VARSITY

For men and women, we have
Basketball, Soccer, Swimming and
Volleyball. For women only, we
have Figure Skating, and for men
only, we have Football, Golf and
Rugby.
So what about Hockey, you
ask? Well, there's men's hockey
as always, but this year women's
hockey may be offered as well. A
nice addition! It's not official yet,
however, so keep your eyes open,
and if in doubt, just ask.

The slam.

He

shoots, he

File photo

scores??

File photo

women s soccer team

Further information about any
of the sports and their starting

1992 Vomer Cup champions: The Hawks.

rimes will be given at the orientation meetings for each. The times
and places for the meetings will be

sheets will be posted at the bottom
of the stairs in the Athletic Complex, in the room across from the

posted by the weight room in the

display case.

Athletic Complex.

doubt, ask.

Once

again,

if in

INTRAMURAL

INSTRUCTIONAL

All of the Intramural leagues
depend on the number of people
interested in participating. Teams
are made up as people sign up, be
it for men only, female only, or co-

On top of all that we offer for
competition and fun, there are instructional sports that you can try,
to either learn or improve in. They
include squash, aerobics, aquacize,
tai-kwan-do, lifeguarding qualifications, bronze cross and medallion, NLS and CPR.
Most of the above involve an
additional fee, but it's affordable.
Again, further information is available in the Athletic Complex.

ed,

Some of the offerings include
flag football, indoor and outdoor
soccer, volleyball, basketball,
softball, ball hockey, ice hockey,
inner tube water polo, tennis and
badminton.
This list is by no means limited to the above. If you have any
suggestions, just give Gary Jeffries
a call at the Athletic Complex and
he'll let you know if your idea is
feasible.
Starting times and sign-up

F ie photo
:

Making

File photo

So there you have it, no excuse
not to get involved. However, if
there's something you don't see,
just suggest itand maybe the Intramural league can be expanded
some more. Have fun!

waves on Laurier's women's swim team.

The dunk.

File photo

File photo
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The Cord cranks out another Frosh issue. This one seems to have a little less
controversy attached to it than the last one. It might be a little early to be predicting
things though.. Any Letters to the Editor must be submitted signed, typed (or
submitted on disk or via E-mail) and double-spaced by Tuesday, Septmeber 14, at
12:00 pm for the following publication. But, we can only print letters that bear the
author's real name, telephone number, and I.D. number (if applicable). Please see the
letters policy on page 15 for all the details. All letters must be 500 words. All
submissions become the property of The Cord and we reserve the right to edit or
refuse any submissions. We also reserve the right to drink free pitchers of beer any
time we damn well please. The Cord will not print anything in the body of the paper
considered to be sexist, racist, homophobic in nature by the staff as a voting body, or
which is in violation of our code of ethics. It is possible that some really vile letters
will show up in the letters section, since it is an open forum.

The time is yours
Years ago I was told by a so
called knowledgeable person that
if I took time off from school I
never would go back. I accepted
that advice but four months later I
was leaving university disappointed and disillusioned.
Contrary to what I had been
told I found that taking a year,
actually a year and a halfoff school
let me focus myself and figure out
exactly what I wanted out of my
education.
The belief that if you take
time off school you will never go
back is a load of crap. I believe
that if university is for you, the
time away from school will ensure
that you return.
After leaving university I was
fortunate and picked up a job at an
automobile factory. This was a
job that I could have had for life
without fear of a layoff, as long as
the Autoworkers never got their
foot in the door. The money, benefits, and new car that quickly
followed should have pushed university to the farthest recesses of
my mind.
It took me a year to realize
that I would not be content if I did
not return to school. I was not

happy at my job. I felt that I was
stagnating, that my mind was rotting away.
I was not cut out for factory
work. A year and a half after I had
dropped out, I was picking up my
Laurier Frosh kit. I was at a different university and in a different
program than when I first started
out, but I was happy really happy.
-

My time away from school let
me focus myself and to realize
whatl wanted out of life. If you are
treating Laurier as an extension of
high school, I urge you to think
long and hard about why you are

here.
Be sure that you know what
you want to do with your university career. If you think that you
need time away from the academic
world take it. Don't be afraid that
if you take time off from school
you will never return. If you really
want to go to school, you will find
your way back.
When you return you will find
that you are far more interested
and enthusiastic about your education. If you decide that you are
going to jump into university right
away try to make your stay here a
-

quality one.
Some people will treat university as another three or four
years of school and another piece
of paper. Others, though will take
the opportunity that university
offers and explore their selves and
grow as a result.
It is your choice, but I assure
your that the latter will be far more
enjoyable. University is far more
than going to classes. For some it
is the first time away from home.
For others it is a challenge to
better themselves
to prove to
themselves that they still have what
it takes to get a higher education.
Laurier or any other university for that matter offers far more
that a degree. It is up to you to
decide what to let university do
for you. Your university education is whatever you make of it.
-

Get involved with some extracurricular activities if you so
desire. There is so much out there
that you will only be able to sample a small part of it.
You will remember your tour
of duty here for the rest of your
life. Do your best to make your
memories good ones.

Editorial by Sheldon Page, Editor-in-Chief
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those
of The Cord staff, or of its publisher, WLU Student Publications.

rest

of the

PHOTO TO THE EDITOR

Cord subscription rates are $15.00 per term for addresses within Canada and
$18 outside the country. We have no subscripton rate who attempt to slash our
honouraria unilaterally. On a brighter note The Cord gets a new printer within a week.
The Cord has embarked on a new printing relationship with the soon to be visited
people at McLaren Press
who to the best of my knowledge are in Bracebridge.
-

The Cord publishes each Thursday unless we decide

to print two

issues on a

Friday. The Cord is a confirmed prospective member of Canadian University Press.
Thank God for the summer news exchange.
All commentary is strictly the opinion of the writerand does not necessarily
represent those of the Cord staff, the editorial board, the WLU Student Publications

Board of Directors, the Man, or the OUSA

.

Copyright (c) 1993 by WLU Student Publications, 75 University Ave. West,
Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5. No part of this publication may be reproduced without
permission of the Editor-in-Chief or Mike Rosenblatt.

Dear Editor: Who lurks in

Hie bog?

Scott M cKay
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those finer characteristics expected of uni-

Letters Policy
All letters must be signed and submitted with the author's name, student identification
and telephone number.
All letters will be printed with the author's name. Letters can be printed without the
author's name only by permission of the Editor-in-Chief.
Letters must be received by Tuesday at noon for publication in that week's issue in print,
-

-

-

on IBM format disk, or via E-mail at: thecord@machl.wlu.ca
Letters that are submitted on disk or via E-mail must be accompanied by a letters release
form that can be obtained at the Cord offices.
Letters must be typed, double spaced, and cannot exceed 500 words.
The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter. Spelling and grammar will not be corrected.
The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter in whole or in part, that is in violation of
existing Cord policies.
The Cord is accepting photos to the editor. The Cord will accept black and white or colour
photographs. The photographer's name, address, phone number, student number, and
brief description must be printed on the back of the photograph. One photo per issue will
-

-

-

-

-

be used.

Work hard and
play hard says
the Vice President
Student Activities
Dear Editor (and Frosh)
I would like to begin by welcoming you
into our Laurier family and say that if
you've made it this far, you've earned it.
I'm here to offer you some advice on
how to make these the best four years of your
life. It is important to have fun!!! You have
to work hard to stay in university; but you
must make friends and enjoy yourself to
want to stay in university.
Now what I mean by fun isn't necessarily partying and blowing off steam (though
you should do that too). Laurier provides
many ways to have fun in the form of getting
involved. That's right, your money pays for
more than just classes, it provides a wide
array of student services and activities. Get
involved by writing for The Cord, getting
on floor councils or going out for a Students
Union position. You can also join a Campus
Club and participate in events like Winter
Carnival, Oktoberfest, Homecoming, and
the Charity Ball.
Remember that Laurier is a community
and whatever you give to it, you will receive
back. This school is what it is because of
you, and by getting involved, you make it a
great place to be.
Yours in working hard and playing hard,

Aileen McPherson
VP: Student Activities

VP: University
Affairs tells
the Frosh to
get involved
Dear First Year (grad class 0'97),
It must feel excellent to have graduated
high school and be accepted to one of the
finest institutions in the country. Be prepared for some hard work and good times;
make a point of mixing the two. There is
literally a world of opportunity waiting for
you at Laurier. Let me list a few of the things
you could get involved with:
Varsity, Intramural, or Club Athletics
The Cord student newspaper
Campus Clubs such as the Waterbuffalos,
the Ski Club, the Christian Fellowship, the
Environmental Club, the Musician's Network etc...
a Political Party
Student Government; the First Year Council; the Board of Student Activities
The SigmaChiFraternity or-Delta Gam ma
-

-

-

-

-

-

Sorority
and much, much, more (ooh, ahh, wow!)
-

I couldn't be more serious in urging you

versity men and women.
The main reason I am writing is to
introduce myself in the hope that, as parents, we might have the occasion to meet
sometime and compare ideas as to what
university is all about. You must have concerns about living arrangements, rules governing student life, problems on campus,
health care, counselling, or finance. You
may want to talk about the many services
and activities that make us so proud of our

small and personal university.
I would welcome a visit or a telephone
call at any time and would surely like to get
to know you. I have a very open relationship
with students, and as a parent myself I know
how important it is to know someone at the
school who can be trusted, open, and honest
with me.
I will be available on Labour Day,
Monday, September 6. Please make a point
of saying hello. If by chancel don't see you
here, I would welcome an appointment at
your convenience.
Sincerely,

to get involved; all to often students fall into

Fred Nichols
the trap of blindly attending class and nothing else. These poor grey souls usually Dean of Students
regret it in fourth year. University is all
about new experiences inside and outside of
lectures. Getting involved is the best way to
meet new friends and broaden your skills;
so do it.
As a personal note on the political side, Dear First Year Student:
I urge you to find out what the government
has in store for your tuition and student aid
Congratulations on choosing Laurier to
over the next few years. Part of my job is to
be your home for the next 3 or 4 years.They
represent you to external bodies as the govwill be the most exciting and memorable
ernment. So speak up, let me know what is
years of your life.Yet, there are other ason your mind. That voice that you have
pects of university besides academics, and I
wanted to use through high school can now encourage you to explore Laurier's multimake a difference.
tude of extracurricular activities.
If you want to discuss politics or what
Volunteering at Student Publications is
options are available to you please feel free
a wonderful way to meet people, gain expeto contact me in the Students' Union offices.
rience and have a great time. You do not
need experience to work at StudentPublicaSee You Frosh Week,
tions. We are always in search of new
volunteers, so why not get involved?
Tim Crowder
Student Publications is a separate corVice President of University Affairs
poration funded by the students that includes The Cord newspaper and Keystone
yearbook. When you arrive at Laurier, you
will receive our free publications: the
WLU'er (dayplanner), the Cord Guide to
Laurier (phone directory), and a wall calendar.
You are welcome to come up to the
offices (3rd floor Student Union Building)
to see what we are all about. Make the most
out of university, you will be glad you did.
Sincerely,
Dear Editor (and Frosh Parents):

Hello from
Student Pubs Prez

Dean of Students
welcomes all new
students and
parents to Laurier

I thought you might like to hear that
you too have an interest in Wilfrid Laurier
University now that you have a son or
daughter here. I am Dean of Students, have
been here for thirty years now, and have
thoroughly enjoyed meeting and sharing
good and bad times with the young people
who have chosen to come here for their
formal education.
As you know, the actual classroom time
is only one part of their education. Another
important part of learning, when leaving
home, is the adjustment to roommates, rules
and regulations, budgeting, socializing,
competing and most of all accomplishing
what they set out to do. You hear all kinds
of rumours about the wild student life on
university campuses but don't believe
most of it.
Sure, we have fun, and once in a while
do something careless or irresponsible that
we wouldn't do at home, but that's all part
of the learning experience. You can be sure,
however, that the health, security and safety
of our students is a major concern of my
staff.
One thing I tell all students is: "Bring
with you the same manners and standards of
behaviour you are accustomed to at home,
they are most useful at the university." I'm
sure you tell them the same thing. I have
found that I get to meet most students while
they are here and I can honestly say that 99
Jgercentof them m
and
1 op

Adrienne Hodgin
President Student Publications

Just who is the
Students' Union
President and
why you should
give a damn
Dear Editor:
Allow me to introduce myself to those
who don't already know me. My name is
Sean Taylor. "So why should anyone care
about who Sean Taylor is?"
Quite frankly, there is nothing special
about the name. I am just another Grade 13
graduate who decided to enroll at Wilfrid
Laurier University (one of the best universities around). My program of study isn't
particularly special either Biology and
Chemistry.
What is distinctly unique about me is
the fact that I am the President of the WLU
Students' Union (WLUSU). That means a
lot of things:
1) I get to work long hours (including
weekends) but I'm not complaining
2) I get to lend a sympathetic ear to every
special interest group on the planet 3) I get
to attend many long-winded, boring bureaucratic meetings cynicism set aside
4) I get to be the CEO of your $2.5 million
corporation WLUSU
5) I get to represent Laurier's 5,500
undergrads at various functions
6) I get to be a conduit for dialogue between
students and all levels of government
7) I get to lobby government for better
education (along with my VP:University
affairs) 8) I get to plan the expansion of our
student centre the Student Union Building!
As you know Mr. Editor, I could really
bore people if I outlined everything that I
did. I would appreciate if you could just let
me finish up by saying that I look forward to
meeting all of the new Laurier students
during Orientation Week. If you're in town
before September, feel free to stop by my
office on the 3rd floor of the Student Union
Building. I'd love to discuss our plans for
the upcoming year. Equally, I'd love to
discuss your plans for the next 3 or 4 years
at Laurier.
See ya in the fall!
-

-

-

Sean Taylor
President, WLU Students' Union

Don't get bent out of shape...

-

Write a Letter to the Editor
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WOMEN WORDS
by members of the Women's Centre

BY BETH HAYDL

ACCKWA, the AIDS Committee of
Cambridge, Kitchener-Waterloo, and
Area, offers education for everyone and
support for those infected and affected by
HIV and AIDS. They can be contacted at
748-5556.
The YWCA of Kitchener-Waterloo
telephone 744-6507 is an international
voluntary organization working to improve the quality of life for women and
children, and offers many services. Housing, wellness and fitness programs, and
child care are a few of the activities conducted at the YWCA, and public education is a priority.
Information sharing, self help, support for women, advocacy and speakers
concerned with women who have special
needs can be obtained from the Disabled
Women's Network (DAWN). Their
number is 725-4620.
For immigrant and visible minority
women, the K-W Intercultural Women's
Group telephone 571-1943 and Focus
for Ethnic Women, Waterloo Region Inc.
telephone 746-3411 both provide self
help groups, skills training, education and
information services of a multi-lingual
and multi-cultural nature.
Gay and Lesbian Liberation of Waterloo Region (GLLOW) functions out of the
University of Waterloo Federation of Students, and can be reached at 884-4569.
This group acts as the base of a network for
gay and lesbian organizations in our region. Telephone counselling from peers is
available, as well as social contact and
support, information for everyone, dances,
and coffee-houses. GLLOW is also an
active organization in lobbying to eliminate legislative and legal discrimination
against the gay community.
Information about all these and many
other community services can be obtained
at the Laurier Women's Centre.
Remember your rights when seeking
assistance you have the right to request a
female physician or counsellor, you can be
tested for sexually transmitted diseases
anonymously, and if you are pregnant, you
deserve to be treated with respect and
kindness no matter what you decide to do.
If you feel that your needs as a woman
of colour, a woman with special needs, a
lesbian or bisexual woman, or a mother
are being ignored or invalidated, the above
mentioned organizations help.

workers.

If you require information or counselling about sexuality, pregnancy, contraception, sexually transmitted diseases,
adoption, or abortion, Planned Parenthood
Waterloo Region provides information on
an appointment only basis. Call 743-6461
(answering service). Counselling isall confidential, and this is a pro-choice agency.

-

-

Frosh Commentary

Since this is probably the first issue of
the Cord that you have read, I want to take
the time to describe how the comment section works and what you can expect to find
in it.
The Letters to the Editor section of the
Cord is an open forum for anyone in the
Laurier community to express their views.
Unlike the rest of the paper, the letters
section enjoys a special type of editorial
freedom. The letters section is as much an
open forum as possible.
There are only a few limitations as to
what will be run in the letters section. Any
letter that contains a personal attack or
anything else that might bring on legal
action will not be touched, not even with a
ten foot pole.
Just about anything else though is fair
game. It is a Cord policy not to print anything that is sexist, racist, or homophobic.
Since theseattitudes still exist in our society
letters containing such content might be
printed just to remind the readership that
such attitudes are still with us.
This year it is even easier to submit
articles and letters to the Cord.
Submissions to the Cord can be dropped
off at our offices on the third floor of the
Student. Union building. If you don't have

LYNN MCCUAIG
Frosh Commentary

Picture your brain as an enormous cavern that is periodically flooded with a churning bile of information. When the pit is
peaked, it suddenly explodes onto an exam
paper, spewing a jumble of letters and numbers that will determine the course of your
life. This is a typical exam period.
The following is a brief study survival
guide designed to help you through your
next three or four years at Laurier with
minimal damage to your sanity.

Sleep
Be sure to rest as much as possible prior to
exam periods. Once exams have started it is
far too late to think about sleeping. You
must cram as much as possible into your
brain in a short period of time.

-

-

-

A word from the editor
on Cord columns and letters
SHELDON PAGE

Study tips to keep you sane

-

-

Kitchener-Waterloo is home to many organizations which concern themselves with
the diverse needs of women in the community.
On-campus, our Women' s Centre provides a safe physical space for women,
library resources for all students, staff and
faculty, female and male, as well as referrals to on and off-campus agencies which
can provide more specific services to
women.
The office is located in the breezeway
between the Theatre Auditorium and
MacDonald House, room LO4. Our phone
extension is 4444. Feel free to call for
information about the following services.
Anselma House acts as a short term
shelter for women in crisis and their children. If you are a female victim of physical,
emotional, or sexual abuse, whether threatened or actual, call Anselma House's emergency line at 742-5894. Also available are
counselling and referrals to legal, financial and/or social services.
For women who have been sexually
assaulted, the Kitchener-Waterloo Sexual
Assault Support Centre has a 24-hour crisis telephone line at 741 -'863 3. The Centre
provides support and assistance to women
undergoing post-assault medical and legal
proceedings, and they advocate on behalf
of victims. Training in rape crisis work is
available for volunteers, and public education is also conducted.
Waterloo Region Sexual AssaultTreatment Centre, telephone 749-6994, also
assists those who have been sexually assaulted by offering medical examinations,
crisis intervention, and referrals. The staff
is comprised of doctors, nurses, and social
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access to a computer, we ask that submissions are typed and double spaced.
Submitting articles and letters on disk
or being typed directly into our computer
system is highly encouraged. The Cord will
accept IB M formatted disks in most popular
word processor formats.
New this year as access through electronic mail. If you have a computer account
on Machl (please see Ryan Feeley's article
on computing in this issue) you can mail
directly to the Cord.
Please read the letters policy on page 18
for all the details on submitting letters to the
editor.
The comment section prints
commentaty pieces on everything from sex
to politics. If you have the burning desire to
write on a topic that you don't think can be
covered by a 500 word letter, than a commentary piece is for you.
The comment section is also home to a
variety of columns. Two long running Cord
columns are Pink Ink and WomenWords.
Pink Ink gives valuable insight and information on the gay, lesbian, and bisexual
community. WomenWords deals with women's issues that are of interest to the general
community.
Various other columns are sure to spring
up over the course of the year. Please talk to
me if you have any ideas or comments on the
-•section.;,.

-,
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Read selectively
Do not try to read everything. The key to
textbook studying is Bold Print, italics and
headings. The bulk of information written
between these key words is useless drivel. It
can be very helpful if you have done your
readings throughout the term, but only a
hindrance for a last minute crammer.

Watch wrestling
Clearing your mind. It is very important to
empty your mind after each exam. The best
methods are watching 4 hours of WWF
wrestling, transformer cartoons, or staring
at the ceiling.
Avoid procrastination
Eliminate distractions. Unplug all telephones and T.V.'s, close blinds, cover
pictures and lock the doors. This will drastically reduce procrastination.
Notes are good
Make study notes. It is impossible to retain
everything you read. Take brief notes that
can trigger your memory of important facts.
These notes also save time if the same topics
appear in the mid-term and final exam.
With these basic tips to survival, you
should breeze through exams. If studying
still isn't your strong point, pray for a bell
curve.

Caffeine and sugar a must
Food and beverage supplies. A 24 pack
Jolt cola, 5 bags of chips, 12 packs
cigarettes and bubble gum are a must.
large stock will eliminate nightly trips
the corner store.

of
of
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Don't bother to shower
Forget hygiene. Exam periods are the only
time that all students are pardoned for wearing dirty clothes and not showering and
shaving for weeks.

PINK INK
by

Denys Daivs
So now you're going to university.
You're moving away from home, if you're
lucky. Now you can finally come out of the
closet if you are gay, lesbian, or bisexual.
So it's a new town. What do people of
alternative lifestyles do for social interaction and fun? Well, in K-W there is unfortunately not too much. What there is, however, is interesting enough to check out
and get by on.
If you are justcoming out of the closet,
there are several options for discussion
groups in the area, the first being the Gay
and Lesbian Liberation of Waterloo
(GLLOW). GLLOW is one of the longest
running campus clubs for gays and lesbians in Canada and has had a diverse and
colourful past. What it offers currently is
quite interesting. On Tuesday nights there
is a discussion group which tackles, in a
positive environment, topics such as children of gays and lesbians, bisexuality, gay
pride, and porn and gays/lesbians.
On Wednesday nights there is a lesbian discussion group, and the ever-famous coffee house which offers the opportunity to just kick back and chat with other
gays, lesbians, and bisexuals. For more
information on GLLOW call their phone
line which offers community information
and peer counselling at 884-GLOW.
Right here at Laurier there is the recently formed GLOBAL (Gays, lesbians,
and bisexuals at Laurier). This group is
still in need of people to help organize and
plan events. Events slated for this coming
year are lectures from gay authors and
activists, lobbying the University administration for further recognition and the
launch of various awareness campaigns.
Watch for GLOB AL displays duringFrosh
and club weeks. For more information call
Gary at 888-983,4.

The art of studying.

pic: Harvey Luong

For bisexuals there is the Bisexual
Network which offers services and discussion for the most neglected part of the gay
culture. The network meets twice monthly
on Monday evenings. For locations and
other info call Christine at 746-8151.
WOODS or Wommin Out Of Doors is
a social group of wommin only which
plans various outdoor activities like hikes,
bicycle excursions, and ski weekends. For
more information call GLLOW.
In Guelph there is the Guelph Gay and
Lesbian Equality (GGLE). It is organized
somewhat the same as GLLOW but is
quite well known for the dances held
monthly.
For AIDS and HIV information there
is the Aids Committee of Cambridge,
Kitchener-Waterloo and Area. ACCKWA
is always in need of volunteers for their
buddy program and information lines. Call
748-5556 for more info.
As far as nightclubs there are three
choices, presented here in no particular
order. Timothy Steven's is on Charles
Street West right across from the Transit
station. It offers the opportunity to sit in
newly decorated splendour and talk with
friends or to have a quick whirl on the
dance floor.
The Pink Zone is located at 221 1/2
King Street in Kitchener. Despite the address you have to enter off of Hall' s Lane.
The Zone offers loud music and more loud
music with Karaoke on Wednesdays.
The Robins Nest is located in Cambridge. I think this is the best of the bunch.
Open only on Saturday nights, it offers a
rather eclectic mix of music from polka
and country-western, to the latest hits.
Just remember to check your attitude at
the door.
Well, this isn't Toronto or Montreal,
but we do have a thriving little community. Get involved in a group or maybe
start one of your own. In the past we've
had volleyball and dinner groups. All we
need is someone bold enough to arrange a
time and place. Do it!
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Administrators in spades
ADRIENNE HODGIN
Cord News

Over 200 faculty, staff and stu-

dents gathered on the football field
on Friday, June 25 to officially
turn the sod for the new science
building and to celebrate the twen-

tieth anniversary ofWilfrid Laurier University.
After all the introductions
and remarks, the official sod

pic: Tom Szeibel

Local officials and university administrators gather to shovel.

turning party grabbed their shiny
new-looking shovels and broke
ground. Following this, the crowd
congregated to the quad to share in
a 600 piece cake shaped in the form
of "WLU", as well as to receive free
glossy colour posters commemorating the twentieth anniversary.
Cambridge MPP Mike Farnan
said that this is a "happy marriage"
that takes the need of the university
with the need to create jobs and
stimulate needs of the university to
meet needs of the future.
Terry Fitsialos, the project partner from the architecture firm Shore
Tilbe Irwin & Partners, said "We all
had a vision, a working benchmark
of the best building on campus."
Watching the festivities was
staff member Anne Marie Tymec,
who said "I thought it was really
exciting to be here today at the start

of this new science building.
Twenty years from now, it will be
nice to say I was there at it". She
added that given the economic
climate, itis nice to see something
hopeful and some growth for a
change.
Among those in attendance
were university president Lorna
Marsden, Waterloo mayor Brian
Turnbull, David Pady, the chair of
the Board of Governors, Dean of
Arts and Science Arthur Read,
and former president Dr. John
Weir. Weir said this was "a touching special occasion for all of us".
The new three story science
building will be completed by September 1994 and will hold the
departments of biology, chemistry, physics and computing, and
psychology.

Need a job-don't give up
SHELDON PAGE
Cord News

The Canada Employment Centre
for Students is hunting for student
jobs with a vengeance.
The Centre is located in downtown Kitchener at 207 King St.

West, and is currently celebrating
the 25 th anniversary of the estab-

last year. The Centre's supervisor and Laurier alumnus, Lori
McMaster, said that the number
lishment of the national service.
The Centre provides walk-in of job vacancies and placements
jobposting services for high school depends on the economy at the
time.
and university students.
Not much has changed in the
The number of job vacanstudent employment scene since cies is up 18.5 percent this year.
The number of placements by
the Centre is up by 1.5 percent.
"For years in the eighties,
[job] placements were in the
4000's. Now they are in the
2000'5," said McMaster. "It's
cyclical [the number of placebut not of necessary programs. It ments available], this year is not
will be a total re-evaluation of all much different than the sevenWLUSU services, a lot more fat ties."
will be trimmed and the final
The low increase in current
result will be a more efficient Stujob placements is attributed to
dents' Union," said Crowder.
timing. "Last year the agriculPrograms like the Foot Patrol tural jobs came in on July," said
will not be touched, while other McMaster. "This year they came
services like the Health Plan and in on June."
the honouraria given to Union
The Centre has run several
volunteers may be scrutinized for programs this summer in order
possible changes.
"We have to look at where our
money is going and start there,"
said Crowder.
Certain plans, like an overall
division and improvement of the
Union computer system, have been
put on hold until a more appropriate time.
Crowder has cut his travel
budget by 20 percent.
The plans to expand the Student Union Building will be going
ahead despite the budget cuts. "It
is to our advantage to build soon
while building costs are still low,"
said Crowder.
The Union Board met on July
17 to review the budget for the

Union cuts $100 000
from
'93-'94 budget
VIRGINIA PARKER
Cord News

As the recession hits harder and
Ontario students dig deeper into
their pockets to pay for education,
Laurier's Students' Union has been
facing budget difficulties.
Is the Students' Union finding
itself faced with a Social Contract
situation?
"Well, no, I wouldn't exactly
call it a social contract; it is more
of a tightening up of services offered by WLUSU," said Tim
Crowcfcr, VP: University Affairs.
After setting their new budget
for the upcoming year, the Students' Union found that there were
less surplus funds available than
was expected.
This lack of money has been
brought on mainly by an increase
in expenses and a decrease in funding.
In an effort to salvage
$100,000 from the budget, the
Union has begun to initiate certain
cost cutting measures. So far, the
Union has cut about $61,000 from
the budget.
"There will be a lot of cutting,

,
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Wall of opportunities.

to attract potential employers to use

the Centre.
An open house was held in May
to promote the Centre. At the end of
June, National Hire a Student Day
was celebrated. The K-W Centre
hosted a national job hunt competition that was won by Charlottetown.
Many other programs have been
run over the summer, including a
kidnapping. The (willing) victim was
returned safe and sound after 10 job
orders were received at the Centre.
The Centre also runs workshops
at local high schools. The workshops deal with resume writing to
dropping out.
Job orders received by the Centre are quite diverse. The Centre
receives many orders for casual labour from tree pruning to cutting
grass.
The casual labour orders are
handled full time by two staff members. As with all completed job orders, the Centre's staff has to follow
-

~

up the order to check on customer
satisfaction.
Career-related job orders are
usually placed in the spring, timed
with the end of university classes.
One of the more obscure jobs
received at the Centre involved
getting paid to watch a feature
film and submitting a report on it.
The key to finding a job at the
Student Employment Centre, said
McMaster, is not to give up. Checking the job board once a day will
give the best results.
Even with the economy in its
present condition, McMaster is optimistic about students finding
work. If you found work last year
you should be able to find it again
this year.
"If people could make it
through last year, they can make it
through this year," said McMaster.
The Student Employment
Centre can be reached at 7448151.

pic: ShekSon Page
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Ubyssey loses charter
PAT BRETHOUR

The paper's advertising revenues were $20 000 below projections. But the AMS is responsible
for selling advertising, not The

Cord News
The University of British Columbia's 75 year old studentnewspaper,

Übyssey.

The Übyssey, has been shut down by
its student government publisher
amid accusations of fiscal and editorial 'irresponsibility'.
The Alma Mater Society
[AMS], publisher of The Übyssey,
says it was inundated with complaints about Übyssey stories and
confronted with a $38 000 budget
shortfall. In response to this' editorial and fiscal irresponsibility', the
AMS restructured the operations of
the paper to provide for more responsible editorial and fiscal decision making.
Under the AMS plan, The
Übyssey will not be published during the summer. The current staff
may apply in August to have The
Übyssey recognized by the newlyformed Publications Board. If the
staff were so recognized, they could
resume publishing the newspaper in
the fall
albeit under a set ofrules
which allow the Publications Board
to fire editors and suspend publications arbitrarily.
Übyssey representatives contend that the AMS aims to gag the
campus newspaper and destroy its
collective decision-making structure. The charges of editorial and
fiscal irresponsibility, they say, are
pretexts for the right-leaning ÜBC
student government to censor a leftist paper.
A press release from the AMS
said The Übyssey demonstrated "a
lack
of
fiscal
responsibility .. .resulting in considerable cost
overruns."
The Übyssey, however, spent
only $ 139 000 of its $ 144 000 budget.

Dean Leung, director of finance
for the AMS, says The Übyssey's
controversial editorial contentresulted in decreased ad sales. He cited the
Valentine's Day sex issue which
graphically described a woman biting off a man's penis during oral
sex.
Lyanne Evans, the AMS employee responsible for ad sales, said
the depressed ad revenues were
more a result of a general downturn
in advertising expenditures than any
'editorial irresponsibility'.
Leung agreed, saying: "The
AMS has to take partial responsibility for this".
From February to April, The
Übyssey and the AMS had been
negotiating a structure for the paper
which would avoid the controversy
of the previous year, while allowing
the paper to remain independent
editorially.
These negotiations were ended
abruptly on May 19. The AMS instead chose to install a publications
board which would have theright to
fire editors and close down any publication funded by the AMS.
All positions on the publications board must be approved by the
AMS, although only four of the
board's twelve members will be directly from the student government.
All references to The Übyssey
were deleted from the student government's constitution. Under the
new set-up, The Übyssey would have
to apply to the publications board for
permission to resume publishing.
The AMS said in a press release
that the new publications board is a
"non-political body better able to

—

ÜBC

Alma Mater Society VP Janice Boyle discusses the Übyssey situation.

deal with the administrative aspects
of AMS Publications".
This step would extricate the
AMS Student Council from its "difficult position as both publisher and
government".
Although the AMS said its plan
is an attempt to take decisions about
The Übyssey out ofthe political arena, staff members of the paper remain skeptical about the student
government's intentions.
"The paper is going to change in
a fundamental way," said Siobhan
Roantree, who would have been The
Übyssey's 1993/94 co-editor.
"They've suppressed any freedom to
explore ideas and controversial topics."

Some prominent journalists,
former members of The Übyssey,
agree.
"Now they're going to start a
safe boring little paper that no one
will sue and no one will read," said
Joe Schleisinger, 1952/53 editor of
The Übyssey, and currently CBC
television's chief political correspondent.
"The tiny little minds out of
Point Grey that think that they can
kill the paper with the greatest tradition in Canadian university history
are crazy," said Allan Fotheringham,
editor ofThe Übyssey in the 1950'5,
and currently Maclean's weekly national affairs columnist.
The University of British Co-

Pic: Sheldon Page

lumbia has so far refused to intervene in the dispute between the AMS
and The Übyssey.
"Our official position is that
we're staying out of it," said Steve
Crombie, ÜBC's manager of media
relations.
"But the administration would
not be happy to see an end to the
university newspaper. I certainly
expect to see a Übyssey in the fall."
Whether The Übyssey will be a
more responsible student paper
or the emasculated mouthpiece of a
student government
remains to
be seen.
—

—

Withfilesfrom Canadian University Press and The Übyssey

New law stops stalkers
TIFFANY MOSCOE

Canadian University Press

(TORONTO) Women have a new
law to protect them against un-

wanted attention from men. But
women's groups have branded it
useless and say it could even be
used against women.

Bill C-126, which became law
in June, includesaprovision which
makes stalking a criminal offence.
Persistent and unwanted follow-

Educated poor
Canadian University Press

(OTTAWA) A federal government committee wants
to change the definition of poverty to exclude students.
A report from the Standing Committee on Health
and Welfare, Social Affairs, Seniors and the Status of
Women recommends full-time students without
dependents should not be included in new benchmarks evaluating poverty and income inequality.
The committee also says families headed by fulltime students should answer questionnaires to establish their level of economic hardship.
"We're just trying to see who's really poor," says
the committee chair, Progressive Conservative MP
Barbara Greene.
"[The report] is just another measure of poverty,
an accurate one."

But Francois Dumaine, acting director for the
National Anti Poverty Organization, says the report is
not accurate at all. "They [the committee members]
are trying to sidetrack from poverty," says Dumaine.
He says his organization withdrew from the committee last year because it felt Barbara Greene was
pushing an agenda to redefine poverty rather than
fight it.
Dumaine says the exemption of students from
poverty statistics shows how insensitive the committee is to poverty.
"It marginalizes the reality of many Canadians,"
he says. In fact, Dumaine says, student poverty is on

the rise.
"We've seen a very big increase in the number
of food banks on university campuses across the
country," he says.
But the report says poverty is a student's choice.
"Post-secondary students make theirchoices voluntarily. Most students do not suffer a low standard of
living in the same way as do truly poor persons."
Jocelyn Charron, communications officer for
the Canadian Federation of Students, says students
do suffer from low incomes and are suffering even
more from government cutbacks.
"It may be true [that students] choose to go to
school, but they don't choose the conditions where
grants are cut, aid is cut and tuition is raised," he
says.
Under the heading The Case of Students, the
report says students "choose to forego current income in exchange for expectations of higher future
income and in exchange for the intangible benefits
associated with greater learning."
But Charron says the report reveals the government's misunderstanding of the conditions faced by
students and the supposed benefits obtained from a
post-secondary education. "They look on student
poverty as a given," he says. "That mentality really
shows their [the committee members] age."
The report's recommendations are now being
reviewed by various government committees and
won't be adopted until after the next election,
providing the Tories are re-elected, says Greene.

ing, calling, and communication
which is "intended to threaten" is
now illegal.
"The purpose of the bill is the
protection of women," said Hillary
McCormick, spokesperson for Justice Minister Pierre Blais.
Multiple women's groups
have disagreed. Susan Bazilli, the
legal director of the Metro Toronto Action Committee on Public Violence Against Women and
Children, said the law will be
useless in the protection of
"The new law could be used

women..

against
women who
are attempting
to collect supportpayments
from
exspouses," said

__________

der the gender equality provision
in the Charter of Rights.
Women' s groups worry about
the way the law will be interpreted
by male judges.
Because the law requires victims to "reasonably" fear for their
safety, they will be burdened with
the onus of proof, fears Siobhan
McEwan of the York University
sexual harassment centre. "The
law makes women susceptible to
being branded hysterical, as we
commonly see in rape cases," she
said.
McCormick
described this
interpretation
as outdated.
"Reasonable
is now taken
into consideration with
respect to the
history of discrimination
that women have endured," she
said.
McCormick added that the
legislation will make it much easier
for victims to prosecute, since the
threshold of unlawful behaviour
has been lowered to include a m uch
broader range of conduct.
The actual effectiveness of
the law has yet to be determined.
Lawyers say that until enough
stalking charges have been filtered through the court system,
judgement cannot be made on the
law's potential impact.

The law makes
women susceptible
to being branded
hysterical"
"

Bazilli. She
also said this
has happened
with similar
laws in the U.S
Women's groups asked that
the law contain a "gender preamble", stating that the primary purpose of the legislation is to protect
women. The request was denied
by the government.
"All our suggestions were ignored. Women were lied to and
given the run-around by the federal government," Bazilli said.
McCormick explained that
stalking affects men as well as
women. With the preamble, the
bill could also be challenged un-
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Student Unions summit
VIRGINIA PARKER
Cord News

WLU Students' Union president
Sean Taylor and VP: University
Affairs Tim Crowder recently attended a brainstorming session
between several Canadian student
unions.
The conference, held at the
University of British Columbia,
"dealt with things that were new
or warned people away from loser
programs that hadn't worked as
wellas they had planned," Crowder
said.
Crowder said that it was "very
valuable for us to meet with student unions from across the country. Most of us are going through
very similar things."
Crowder is the Union's representative to the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance
(OUSA). He found the weekend
useful for establishing federal contacts for the group. "It was very
interesting to know that students
in the west and the prairies are
experiencing problems in their
provinces that are almost identical
with our provincial dealings with
OUSA," he said.
The trip cost approximately
$2000 for both Crowder and T aylor
to attend. Crowder said the trip
was justified because of the many
new things they were able to learn

from other student politicians.
Taylor and Crowder had already represented the interests of
students on a provincial level before moving to the federal level.
Both were sent because it was felt
that they could best represent students' interests federally having
already done so on a provincial
level.
Two new programs introduced
at the conference were of particular interest to Crowder. He said he
would like to see them initiated at
Laurier in the future.
The first proposal is a new
system for student evaluations of
professors. It would ask outstanding students, but not necessarily
those from the top of the Dean's
list, to evaluate their favourite
university professor as well as their
favourite pre-university teacher.
The most frequently chosen professors would be awarded at a
special banquet.
Crowder said a cycle of professors competing to be recognizedmightevolve. "It wouldhelp
to make the evaluations more
meaningful", Crowder said.
The second proposal involves
an extension of the currently existing employment programs at
Career Services. These changes
are based on the Joblink program
at the University of British Columbia. They consist of promot-

Sean Taylor and Tim Crowder spend some post-conference quality time. Pic: Sheldon Page
ing employment services on camnext summer. We have to address
material, are in the discussion
pus. A weekly information booth the fact that people cannot fund stage.
of jobs available on a provincial
level is part of the program.
Crowder said that Joblink
"may become a reality as soon as

their own education because they
cannot find jobs."
At present, both programs,
along with the other conference
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UBC Graduate student appeals discrimination ruling
SIMONA CHOISE

Canadian University Press
(TORONTO) A recent Supreme
Court of Canada decision which
redefines the scope of human
rights legislation could have repercussions across Canadian campuses.
The May 19 ruling states that
the University of British Columbia violated the British Columbia
Human Rights Code when, in 1982,
the faculty of nutritional sciences
refused to provide an evaluation
sheet to graduate student Janice
Berg.
Berg needed the evaluation
for admission to an intern ship program. ÜBC also denied Berg's
request for a key to enter laboratories and computer rooms after
regular university hours.
The B.C. Council of Human
Rights had ruled against the university in 1985, ordering ÜBC to

pay Berg $2,000 for indignity and
humiliation. The council's decision was then successfully appealed in the B .C. Supreme Court,
a decision later affirmed by the
B.C. Court of Appeal.
At issue in the case was
whether provincial human rights
codes apply to all university services.
Sheila Day, vice-president of
the National Action Committee
on the Status of Women, said if
ÜBC had won the case, students
seeking redress in cases of discrimination would be limited to
university codes.
"If internal university codes
of sexual harassment, for example, failed, a woman could have
potentially been left with no rights
outside the university."
Berg had filed a complaint
with the B.C. Council of Human
Rights in 1985 alleging that the
university had discriminated

fThey'li

against her based on a history of
depression. In the fall of 1981,
Berg wrote "I am dead" on a washroom mirror and later that day
attempted to jump through a plateglass window.
Albert McLean, ÜBC vicepresident, said the university denied Berg the key out of concern
for her safety, but as the B.C.
Human Rights Code did not have
any safety provisions, the university could not argue it discriminated based on valid concerns
about Berg's safety.
A provision allowing discrimination due to safety reasons was
added last year.
Instead, ÜBC argued that the
services denied to Berg were not
those normally available to the
public, andthus were exempt from
B.C. human rights legislation.
The B .C. Human Rights Code
prohibits discrimination against
people receiving services custom-

arily available to the public.
Paddy Stamp, sexual harassment officer at the University of
Toronto, said she understands
ÜBC's position based on the facts
of the case, but views the legal
argument advanced by the university as illegitimate.
"I have no sympathy for the
argument that people in university
are an elite (outside the reach of
human rights legislation)," said
Stamp.
Andrea Calver, president of
the Ontario Public Interest Research Group, said she does not
expect a flood of complaints from
university students to human rights
commissions.
In 1989, when Calver was attending Queen's University, she
launched a complaint through the
university's code of sexual harassment against the university's
handling of the reaction to the "No
Means No" date-rape awareness

never be worth more than they are today.

campaign.
"Provincial codes are generally slower," she said. "If there are
internal, local codes people would
opt for those. When you're feeling
the kind of stress that prompts you
to complain, the more legalistic a
program is, the less attractive it
is."
Other students find the Supreme Court decision encouraging. Angelina Vaz, a programmer
with the University of Western
Ontario's radio station, CHRW,
plans to lobby the Canadian Radio
and Telecommunications Commission to suspend the station's
license after the station manager
cancelled environmental and feminist shows.
"If we can't find recourse
through the CRTC or the university, we plan to go to an agency
outside the university, and that
could include the Ontario Human
Rights Commission."
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Seagram's distillery burns

Cause of fire remains a mystery

On Monday, July 12, the old Seagram's distillery burned to the grouna
Once the blaze was detected shortly before 2:00 in the afternoon, fire-fighters
from around the area arrived to combat the inferno, but were unable to save the
building. No one was injured, and the fire, which threatened to engulf several
nearby structures including the Seagram's Museum was contained. The fire
continued to burn until well into the night.
No one knows how the fire began.
Photo: Sheldon Page
—

—

Historic site destroyed
The distillery was built in 1857 the year Waterloo was founded. Joseph Seagram bought it in 1883 to
make whiskey. The distillery was in use until 1991,
when it was closed down when Seagram's stopped
distilling in Waterloo. The distillery was not one of
the buildings on the Seagram lot scheduled for demolition it was to be preserved as an historic landPhoto: Scott McKay
mark.
--

—

Photo: Scott McKay
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SPORTS
Jays over Braves in 7
lighter side, expect catcher Hoiles
to be a big push in the second half
along with 90210 look-alike
Anderson.
Suggestions: While hitting and
homers are not a problem and the
combo of Baines, Reynolds and
Devereaux will help, the right side
of the field is weak, and middle
relievers even weaker. Anderson
proved to be a valuable rookie last
year, and the Orioles should go
fishing in their minor leagues to
fix the holes. They have some
excellent prospects.

4)Detroit Tigers:
A flukey start. They are pitching
well over their heads, and fielding
over their heads. They don' t stink,
they're just not that great. No
matter how much I like Wells,
he's going to comedown as hitters
start to see more and more of him.
Oddly enough, Moore was suppose to be their saviour and he's
turning out to be a liability. Deer,
Fryman, Whitaker, Fielder and on
and on. The list is impressive as
hell, as far as power goes, but
they're falling into the same trap
as the Yankees of year's gone by:
you need good pitching to win a
division. But don't tell them that,
because right now they're on top
with the Jays.
Suggestions: kill all the pitchers.
Then get new ones. Then become
a real division contender in about
3 or 4 years.

Powerful Roberto Alomar may lead Blue Jays to a second
World Series win.

MARTIN WALKER

Cord Sports
It's now just over half-way
through the season, and the "boys
of summer" are realizing that it's
time to start turning it up a notch.
Or so it would seem with some
teams, especially those in the
American league.
Of course, everyone's main
concern is how well the Jays are
going to do this season. Before the
Jays took a 1 and 11 nose dive
before the All-Star break, things
seemed to be going quite well.
Main concerns revolved
around pitching, and an unfortunate hole in the short stop position. However, with the acquisition of Fernandez from the hapless Mets, that problem seems to
be rectified. Pitching is still a concern, though, as Morris struggles
to keep his ERA under 2 digits
(7.4 ERA last time I checked) and
even Guzman isn't quite what he
was (and he's only been in the
majors less than two years).
Hentgen has proven himself admirably, and other hurlers like
Cox and Williams have shined.
Looking at the roster itself,
the Jays have become a very much
feared team. Leading the league
in batting average and second in
runs and HR's, the Jays have become a formidable team. But
there are other teams out there in
the west, some with just as much
power and skill.
As per last year, I have made
a series of predictions for the
American League.

Solid hitting and lots of power
from (gee, take a guess) Alomar,
Molitor and Carter. Expect
Sprague to improve while White
shall fall.
Suggestions: make a trade for a
real outfielder. Coles and T.Ward
suck, so the Jays might as well
ruin there entire farm system and
trade away even more prospects to
get a reliable outfielder. Don' t get
me wrong, I hated Derek Bell and
was glad to see him go!

I originally pinned them for sixth,
that was until "the accident".

right direction. But then again, I
don't care for Cleveland. Never
have, never will.

Cruise and Olin will be sadly
missed, and with Nagy out, the
hurlers are hurting bad. Which is Final Predictions:
sad, 'cause power from Baerga Expect Toronto to beat the Texas
and Bell with the speed ofLofton Rangers in six games. As for the
could make this team in the years World Series, I still say Atlanta
to come. I know everybody alwill win the National League (it's
ways says this, but give thern a not like I love the Braves, in fact,
few years. They have signed long they are my least favorite team). I
contracts with their younger playrealize that they are a bizillion
guys
only
get
and
these
will
ers,
gamesback, but frankly, San Franbetter.
cisco doesn't have the pitching to
Suggestions: keep trying. Unlike maintain their position. I still say
the fifth and sixth place teams, Toronto over Atlanta in seven
they are at least heading in the games.

Golf
business

s)Boston Red Sox:

2)New York Yankees:
A strong beginning and middle,
the Yanks will probably take the
lead at the three quarter mark. But
in typical New York tradition,
they'll blow it in the end. Key will
be this year's AL Cy Young award
winner while Wickman will have

a 20 win season. Expect one-arm
pitcher Abbott to improve. The
team leads in HRs and is second in
batting average. There are some
big guns, and expect strong per-

formances from O'Neill, Boggs
and Stanley. .But boy-o-boy do the
middle relievers stink!
Suggestions: get some middle relievers. If they are to win the AL
East, my god they better have
someone better than coke-addict
Howe (remember? the guy that
has been banned for life seven
times!).

i

3)Baltimore Orioles:
Although they had a poor start, the
O's are certainly starting to play
like a real team. Expect the Orioles to be in contention with the
Yanks and Jays. Mussina, Rhodes
and McDonald are three excellent
American League East:
pitchers that will only get better.
Ripken is having another mediol)Toronto Blue Jays:
Expect them to win the east by cre year, but that doesn't matter
four games. Pitching will improve, because "isn't it just so amazing
game
most importantly in the mediocre that he has a consecutive
so
heard
this
I've
going."
Stewart and Stottlemyre, while streak
But
on
the
Morris will continue to.be a bum. much, it makes me ill.

Up and down. They really should
be playing a lot better, but it seems
that the team chemistry hasn't
come together yet. They werecomplete idiots for letting hitting god
Wade Boggs go, but expect
Vaughn and Cooper to have phenomenal second halves. But you
know you' re in trouble when Viola
and Clemens are pitching wild
and not winning games.
Suggestions: managerial change.
Hobson needs a career change and
a little more discipline should be
put on the team. They look like a
bunch of kids throwing around the
ball. That's suppose to be the
Angels' job!

Business students whack some
6)Milwaukee Brewers:
pic: Sheldon Page
balls around.
And to think that they finished
Derek Mercey and the female
second last year. Another do-nothSHELDON PAGE
Sports
champion was Jillian Napier. Both
own
Cord
sage
ing team. They lost their
Molitor, and seemed to have fallen
On campus recruiting moved are third year Laurier business
apart ever since. Pitching has been to the Maryhill Golf Course last students.
The tournament was a success
atrocious: Eldred, Navarro and Friday.
and might have helped a few caThe Biz Golf Classic was orWegman have been stinking out
the joint. But the hitting has also ganized by Laurier business stu- reers along as well. "What we
been lacking. Yount and Hamildents Jason Creally and lan would like to see is people walking out of here with job offers,"
ton are the only semi-respectable
Colman.
players while rookie-of-the-year
The tournament was an effort said Colman.
most
of
the
Prizes including a VCR and
Listach has been out
to bring students and employers
season. Don't sneeze, or you'll together in an informal setting as gold clubs were donated by sevsponsors.
corporate
eral
miss them.
well as raise money for charity.
Waterhouse,
$930
Get
a
Price
Accuform,
The tournament raised
Suggestions: fire them all
new team. Move to Atlanta...wait,
which was donated to the Multiple Coopers and Lybrand, Royal Bank,
Loyalty Management Group,
they already did that once, didn't Sclerosis Society.
as
well
Procter and Gamble, as well as
they?
Students from Laurier
Hewlett-Packard were represented
as the University of Waterloo were
invited. The male winner was
at the tournament.
7)Cleveland Indians:
•
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Black
STEVEN VESELY

Canadian University Press
(OTTAWA) Image. They say it's
everything. And judgingby recent
trends in the competitive world of
professional sports, whoever
'they' are, they're right.
Because in the never-ending
search for that elusive winning
edge, more and more sports teams
are dressing their players in black.

=

THE CORD

aggression

And it's paying dividends.

are that they too worship at the

Just consider which major
league teams have been winners
in recent years. The Pittsburgh
Penguins. The Chicago Bulls.
Even the Los Angeles Kings almost made it this year. Winning
teams wear black.
Then, imagine the trendiest
and most fashionable organizations in any major league. Odds

black jersey altar.
The Los Angeles Raiders of
the National Football League were
the first team to wear a black
uniform. It made them look tough.
It made them talk tough. And when
they get on the field, it made them
play tough.
"The Raiders are the one's
that-started it all," says sports
psychologist Tom O'Hara, commenting on the rise of black in
team uniforms. "They were successful and they had that pirate
image. They were known as a
tough, never-stop team."
Many other professional sports
teams have followed suit on the
black fashion bandwagon: baseball's American League Chicago
White Sox, the expansion clubs
Miami Heat and Orlando Magic
of the National Basketball Association. Even the Ottawa Rough
Riders of the Canadian Football
League have gone from uniforms
trimmed in black to those dominated by it.
But nowhere has this trend
toward black uniforms grown
faster than in the National Hockey
League. During the 19705, only
the Boston Bruins sported black
road uniforms. Now, one quarter
of NHL teams are sporting road
uniforms dominated by black
Vancouver, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Boston, Minnesota and
Ottawa.
According to psychologists,
it is a color that may promote
—

Is Mario getting more penalties because of the colour of
his uniform?

LEE HEWITT
Cord Sports
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aggression.
"It is possible," says Dr. Luc
Pelletier, a professor of psychology at the University of Ottawa
who dabbles in sports psychology.
"Some people do associate black
with aggressive behavior," he says.
"It's a stereotype, a belief that
we associate black with bad things.
Villains for examplej are always
black in movies. Black is always
the color used to identify these
people. What's happened is that
the association has been transferred to other settings and activities."
O'Haraagrees. "Black has this
rebellious appeal," he says. "A
black leather jacket, for example,
has this outlaw image and that
appeals to younger kids. It's a way
for them to identify with their
sports heroes."
Studies also support the association of black with aggression.
At Cornell University during the
mid-80s, psychologist Thomas
Gilovich conducted a study testing the theory thatblack-clad teams
in football and hockey received
more penalties than those not wearing dark-colored uniforms.
His study, using statistics from
1970 to 1986, showed that the five
NFL teams with black uniforms
were penalized more than the
league average in all but one of the
17 seasons examined. In hockey,
the five teams with black in their
uniforms had higher average penalty minutes in each of the 17
seasons and ranked first, second,
.

third, sixth and tenth during the

seasons combined. While many
factors like player personnel or
coaching could account for these
high penalty figures, Gilovich
found one case that dispelled these
possibilities.
The Pittsburgh Penguins, who
switched from blue to black in
mid-season 1979-80, had the same
ownership, same players and
coaches before and after the switch,
but their penalty minutes went up.
In the 35 games after the switch,
the Penguins averaged twelve
minutes per game in penalties, a
50 per cent increase over the eight
they had averaged when they wore
blue.
It's more than just an aggressive mind-game advantage. It's
also an image statement.
According to fashion design
experts, black is a color of power.
"Black is a very dramatic color,"
says Brenda Alldritt, a fashion
design instructor with the Ottawa
campus of the Toronto School of
Business. "Only people who are
very confident about themselves
will wear black. It's a stated look
that can give you an added air of
confidence."
Because of the strong fashion
statement black makes, Alldritt
says it's quite probable that many
sports teams changed over to black
because of the fashion element
involved. "It makes them look
like winners," says Alldritt. "And
if they look like winners, they'll
play like winners."

CFL invaded

GINO'S PIZZA

■

Friday, July 23, 1993

Dateline: Ottawa, Lansdowne
Park. July, 1993.
The Ottawa Roughriders defeat the Sacramento Gold Miners
in a real Canadian Football League
matchup, by the score of 32-23.
Was the game significant because it was the season opener for
the two teams? Or because it was
the first time an American team
played an actual CFL game?
Well, yes. But I believe the
game held another, more longterm significance.
It was the beginning of the
end of the CFL.
Before you CFLers holler and
throw beer cans at me hold on a
second. Hear me out first. This is
not an passioned argument on the
merits or flaws of Canadian Football.
The American invasion of the
CFL is an inevitable event.
Yes, the Roughies did come
out on top. A closer analysis of the
facts though states quite a differ-

bucks are demonstrated in the
standings.
The question that must be
asked now is: what will the league
do when American teams are corn-

petitive?
The road to the CFL's ruin
begins here. The fat lady ain't
singing yet, but her voice is almost
warmed up.

-

ent case.

The Gold Miners, as a team of
Americans, had never played Canadian rules football. They were
on the road. In Ottawa. After a

brutal first half performance, the
Miners put out a suprisingly decent second half performance.
Yes, it is highly improbable
that the Gold Miners will get to the
Grey Cup in 1993, or even 1994.
But the Americans are here, and
it' s justa matter of time before the
larger talent pool and the bigger

■*

Quarterback David Archer of the Sacramento Gold
Miners.

ENTERTAINMENT

Country
GREG SLOAN
Cord Entertainment
Those of you who never leave
the city may find it hard to believe,
but there are actually ways to keep

Guide 2 Summer

yourself amused out in the "sticks".
If you are bored of the bar scene,
why notfindafew friends, jump in
your car and take off to a small
hamlet for the weekend. After you
have seen the livestock and the one

stop light, here is a list of activities

which will keep you amused.
1. Arena dances. Take your
average ice rink, licence it, add a
couple thousand drunks and throw
in a live band. Picture the Twist

without the go-go dancers. Added
incentives are people dancing on
the tables and battle royals in the
parking lot.
2. County fairs. Now wait.
There are the cattle showings and
the quilts made by your grandmother. There are also live bands,
stock car racing, fair queen and
king competitions, and rides guaranteed to make you puke. One
word of caution avoid the tattooed lady who wants you to knock
milk jugs down with a Softball.
3. Stag and does/ Pig roasts.
This is a good chance to drink lots
and chow down. If you are feeling
brave (or just drunk) ask for the
pig's snout or tail. Explain that to
your friends back in T.O.
4. Baseball games. If you like
baseball, but don't like the Jays,
there are plenty of alternatives.
Games range from the Class AA
London Tigers to small town
-

Waterskiing

can

be dangerous to your health

pic: Scott McKay

fastball to lob-ball teams who play
better after they have had a few
drinks. There's no better place to
recover from a hangover than at
the old ballpark.
5. Golfing. Many small towns
have their own courses. They can
be just as challenging and scenic
as your big city courses, and are
almost always cheaper.
6. The beach. Find a body of
water that isn't polluted. Whether
you like water-skiing, boating or
lying in the sand, a day at the
beach is always a good time.
7. Backyard 8.8.Q.'5. If all
else fails, find a backyard, a barbecue and a few friends. Put some
steaks on, set up the volleyball net
and bring out the horseshoes. The
important thing is to soak up as
much of the sun as you can. Soon
we will all be back in class again,
trudging through a Waterloo winter.

Barenaked in Kitchener
DAVE SCOTT

Cord Entertainment
The 'Ladies brought their "Mr. Rockin's All You

Yes, it went very well. The shows were
well attended, and the response was good, particularly in Scotland. Glasgow and Edinburgh were
great. We're also playing the Glastenbury festival at
the end of June, and that festival attracts between
one hundred and two hundred thousand people.
CORD Any new recordings planned?

TYLER

-

Can Eat Salad Bar Tour" to the Centre In The Square
recently, nearing the end of a seventy date Canadian
schedule.
The set was almost two hours in length. It touched
everything from jazz/funk, to rockabilly, country, and TYLER It'll be another year or so because we're so
amemorablePublic Enemy coverof'FightThe Power", busy right now.
which they pulled off very credibly. The mix of musiCORD Are you working on new material at the
cal styles is understandable, given the backgrounds moment?
from whence the 'Ladies came. With Steve Page's TYLER We have about seven new songs, and we're
pop/alternative input, Ed Robertson's country/folk playing them live.
roots, Jim and Andy Creegans's jazz background, and CORD Is the sound any different?
drummer Tyler Stewart's hard rock experience, the TYLER I'd say where we're at now, the sound has
resulting mosaic is highly original and musically developed. It's a little more serious in terms of
appealing.
lyrical content.
Earlier I spoke with Tyler Stewart:
CORD What kinds of music do you listen to
CORD What was it like opening for Billy Bragg in yourself?
London?
TYLER All kinds of things: Dinosaur Jr., Public
played
-We
three
dates
with
agreat
TYLER
Billy, he's
Enemy, K.D. Lang, Jane Siberry, all over the map
guy and we're going to be touring with him again in really.
the U.S. in August.
CORD Thanks a lot for this.
CORD Any Canadian dates?
TYLER See you later.
TYLER Yes, there's a couple, including Toronto, I
Judging by the show in Kitchener, as this band
believe.
develops we can look forward to some interesting
CORD In Britain, were you received fairly well?
and original sounds in the coming years.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

A lady shows his versatility

pic: Dave Scott

-

old Wine should be left corked
SCOTT McKAY

Cord Entertainment
On July 10th April Wine
uncorked some vintage tunes at
the Kee to Bala. The show brought
back many-a-memory of my distorted past.
A full boathouse cheered old
tunes but was not so responsive to
the rocker's new material. In the
beginning, the band performed
OOWATANIGHT, Say Hello, If
,

You Believe In Me and other old
favourites.
Halfway through the show, the
string players left the stage to leave
the drummer to a ten minute solo.
I would have paid the twenty bucks
just to see this percussionist pound
away at the skins. Complete with
lighting, he rapped away to the
crowds enjoyment.
The stringers returned to bring
I Like To Rock to life. The quality
of sound dropped off significantly,

and I am sure it was not the volume
of Export that passed my palette
that distorted my senses. The Kee
is a venue that has had good sound
in the past, even at the beginning
of the show, but something was
not working in the second half of
the show.
Overall, the show was good.
The night was warm in the old
boathouse and the scantily clad,
well tanned beauties kept my attention when the band did not.

Five men get barenaked

and have fun

pic: Dave Scott
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U2 evolves to excrement
"Babyface", Bono
months would help. WhatZooropa flat on audio and comes off as a beats ("Lemon") round out the songs in, with
mumbled mess, indiscernable to rubbish on this plate of excrement. writes: "Babyface, babyface/ tinultimately is is a hodgepodge colfoil hair all tied up in lace". HavOh yeah, then there's the busilection of Achtung Baby outtakes all but the Edge's tone-deaf ears.
Likewise, other tech-driven ness of "The Wanderer", a song ing spent almost two years as the
and mistakes that only serves to
sung entirely by Johnny Cash cynical and evil-spirited "Fly" pertake away from what was one of songs like "Daddy's Gonna Pay
For Your Crashed Car" and backed up by what sounds like a sona, it's hard to believe that Bono
their best efforts.
wheezing Labrador Retriever. I is capable of writing such sentiPart of the problem is that the "Zooropa" end up sounding like
mental shit. In fact, the whole
album tries to translate much of poor attempts to rip off Achtung guess Tom Jones and Wayne Newis smeared in it, and after a
album
up.
ton were all booked
ZooTV's visual impact onto disc Baby's "Zoo Station".
while it starts to stink like rotting
Lyrically, the album fares litWhat's left? Notmuch. Sloppy
and fails miserably. Where a song
like "Numb" would work on stage ballads ("The First Time","Stay"), tle better. The ballads could have Motown.
Do yourself a favor and spend
by
Jon
written
with its ideas being flashed meandering sap ("Some Days...") been
something
onscreen in ten-foot letters, it falls and annoying falsettos over disco BonfuckingJovi and ooze sap and your twenty bucks on
a
more interesting, like catheter or
sentiment like Michael Bolton.
Hitting an album low only two some bug repellent.

FEIZAL VALLI
Cord Entertainment
To simply say that the new U2
disc Zooropa is a dismal failure is
an understatement, on the scale of
their last tour, the overwhelming
and outrageous ZooTV Tour.
Granted, it's only been twenty

months since their last release, but
the ten songs on this album betray
such a creative bankruptcy that
it's doubtful that even twenty more
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Volcano Club Is Asphyxiated by the Stranglers
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TOP TEN MOVIE

RENTALS

t) THE BODYGUARD
2) FROZEN ASSETS
3) UNFORGIVEN
4) A FEW GOOD MEN
5) CRYING GAME
6) MALCOLM X
7) DRACULA
8) PASSION FISH
9) JENNIFER 8
10) LORENZO'S OIL
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Cord Entertainment

LEE HEWITT

"Morrison magic" on an album release in
the Summer of '93?

Q: What do you get when you cross the

A#2: Songs From the Rain, by the Hothouse Flowers.

Memphis blues, instrumental jazz and
Celtic folk rock?
A: "Out of Exile," the latest offering
from Irish pop icon Van Morrison.
Van does his best to stray from the
norm on Exile. The Belfast Cowboy, at
the ripe old age of 48, appears to be
having a mid-life crisis and striving for a
new sound. Much of the 'new' Van is
passable, if not a bit lyrically transparent.
The 'blues thang' influence is a bit
overdone, but the CD does offer some
entertaining blues tracks. Muddy Waters' "Good Morning Little Schoolgirl"
is covered with bravado, and two duets
with guru John Lee Hooker (Gloria and
Wasted Years) add some zip to the
Compilation.
Also included on the album are a
rather uninspired instrumental piece
(Close Enough for Jazz) and a surprising
capable adaptation of a W.B. Yeats (!)
poem (Before the World Was Made).
The highlights of Out of Exile are,
beyond a doubt, the two middle tracks.
"In the Forest" and "Til We Get the
Healing Done" are authentic re-inventions of Van's classic style. They burst
with the patented Morrison mixture of
spirituality, romance, inner peacefulness
and quiet personal examination.
The rest of the album is devoid of
these elements which is disappointing
at best.
Q#2: Where, oh where, can I find the
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The Irish Quintet, this time around,
created a decidedly mellower, and more
mature product and in the process discovered the formula that venerable Van forgot:
Keep it simple, stupid and be honest
with yourself.
Where the old man struggles with his
musical identity, the Flowers dance merrily from tune to tune in a style that boasts
uniquely youthful exuberance.
Frontman Liam O'Maonlai (love the
name) tempers his vocals throughout the
album. He wanders from a lonesome neohillbilly croon on "An Emotional Time" to
warbling desolation on "Stand Beside Me"
to a near-evanglical fervour on "Thing of
Beauty."
Behind O' Maonlai, the instrumentation varies similarily. Any band that can
use apiano, acoustic guitar, organ, wurlitzer
and Yidaki (???) on one LP deserves some
measure of credit.
Altogether, Songs From the Rain is a
wistful, pleasant and at times emotional
journeyacross the Irish countryside. Meanwhile, it thoughtfully explores the hopes,
dreams and heartbreaks of a young man in
the 1990'5, the same way Morrison did in
the late 1960's with Moondance.
Which just goes to prove that Van had
better go back into exile and rediscover his
sound before whippersnappers like the Hothouse Flowers corner the market.
-
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Whew I way in school I
yyme/

had/to- go-out and/butt my
ungratefuljerhover thebwmmer,jutticrl could/ make/

a/few meanly

buchyyy-I could/retu^wfo-

Now I look
I got bach

deserving/ latches, few boy&et-ever discovered/whobittheminthehand/. Or ifthey dld/they viewer meybed/with
Bity-Bob- Purveyor ofBad/A dk/ice.
Many ofyou/probxxkly
deyperately
yieed/to-be taught
Allow
yyme/helb
inrectifyin^thvyyCtuatton.
me/to-offer
boney beccuite they have money.
are/
People/ have/ money usually because/ they hoard/ money.
Thiy is the operative word/. Money. These ywiney love/ their
money. Therefore in order to-teach/these*people/ leyyyny we/
must nad/them/ where/ it hurty.
firyt, take/ an unlit cigarette/ and/ stick/ Ct in their gas
tank. Second/, yit bach and/ feel/ good/. Why? When the
cigarette rolls around/ in the gastahk/the fuel flow will/be
and/
cutofFfroryvtimetcrtivyie/.
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complain/, fir^the/garage/wilicharge/theliving/heU/OiAt
of them/ for carbarator inspection and/ poisCbly replacement. Thervthe'electrical/
w ill/ be checked/. The/guyy
at the garage/ will/ think/ that your boyy is mining/ grey
matter. They will/takethecar
out for cv te$t drive/ and/ U

wCLL worh fine/! After $,e\/~
eral/hundred/, or maybe/
thou/ywicLy, of doUxwy
yyrne/me<^haA\ic/wCLl/

take/ the/

cfivy

tank

cevCt cigarettes.

You/ win/! Oh Kr
bigs bowwCWbes out
the/ bias bucby and
yo%o wUL bes watchings them wither in their

poverty.

Watch/for future/tVpyorv

yyvv and/ how ~to-~tCpy
oris runnings as wus~

crowaA/es oven/ with
the/ door open/.

by Vf.S.R. McKay
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STUDENT
LANDLORDS
ON THE RISE IN WATERLOO
INGRID NIELSEN
Cord Features

"Hey man, scrape that pizza
off the wall. /' 11 pick the beer caps
off the ceiling, and pull the cigarette butts out of the sofa,"
screamed Jeff, the third-year Psychology student. "The landlord's
gonna be here in half an hour."
With a flurry of action, pizza
boxesfrisbeefrom one room to the
other, text books slip under sofa
cushions, windows open wide, and
frantic vacuums search out hideous dust demons lurking in every

not so difficult to envision, and has
generated a fair amount of business by aiding students who are
looking for an alternative to deadend rents.
"Parents come up with the students in the spring and search out

the different locations with them,
finding just the right house. Not
only do they find a house for the
student to live in, but through a
well-thought out strategy, it can
provide a potential tax break for
the parent, or a capital gain for the
student, with mortgage payments
covered by the rent and some profit
over and above." says Costello.
corner.
Often the down payment inThe front door opens. She volves a loan from the bank, in
walks in. Instead of a briefcase, conjunction with the mortgage, as
she has a knapsack over her shoulwas the case with lon.
der. In place of a blazer and tie, a
The size of the down payment Kicking back with Tom (centre),
sweatshirt hangs comfortably and can vary from five percent to 25
great.
a baseball cap tilts upward.
percent. If the purchase is purely
"We just didn't want to sink a
"Rent time." Not only is she an investment, with only strangers
money into residence fees,
lot
of
the girl that sits next to you in renting the house, the down payand this way we could use the
Psychology class; she's your new ment is 25 per cent.
money to pay off the house. The
landlord.
If parents purchase the house mortgage
are
on
is approximately $900 a
Student landlords
the and the son or daughter lives with
month, and the rent payments come
rise, and as the sporadic examples the other
tenants, this is called an
become a growing trend, young "arm's length transaction". The to $600. We like the arrangement.
Our biggest worry was finding
people are realizing that univerrelative is deemed the superinrenters," said Bullen.
sity life can offer some unique and tendent and will tend to the
upTom Szeibal, a fourth-year
valuable learning experiences, and keep and payments on the house.
student, found himself
business
sometimes even a little profit.
This arrangement requires a 15
confronting the myriad of costs,
per cent down payment.
involving interest costs, insurance
However, if the student purSporadic examples
and property taxes.
chases the house in his own name,
Szeibal's parents bought the
are becoming a
as lon did. it can be classified as
in Waterloo for him in 1991.
house
growing trend
high risk and can require only
with the details and costs,
Even
putting down 5 per cent. lon didn't
the Szeibals are pleased with their
There are no exact numbers take this option, and instead borkept on the amount of students rowed for the 25 per cent down investment.
who have bought houses in the payment.
Kitchener-Waterloo area, says
"If you put down only 5 per
Valerie Feick, executive director cent, you have to be insured and
of the K-W real estate board.
the fees really make the whole
a
thing turn out to be the same imScott lon, second-year business student at Wilfrid Laurier mediate cost."says lon.
University, decided at the end of
SHELDON PAGE
lon's loan is in his parents'
Cord Features
his first year that he wasn't going name, while the title of the propto sink his money into the pointerty is in his. The payments are
less pit of rent payments and resiSo you want to be a landlord.
drawn directly from lon's account.
dence fees. Yet he still needed
"It's a risky venture, that's for Unfortunately obtaining financing
somewhere to live the following sure." says Mike Belanger, housfor your venture may be harder
year.
ing director at Laurier.
than you might first imagine.
After discussing the dilemma
"It takes a lot of work, a lot of
Unless your parents want to
with his family and friends, they timeandresearch. People are fairly fork over the cash for a house, you
challenged him to look into buyignorant about what it costs to run probably will have to look into
ing his own house to live in and a house," says Belanger.
financing from a bank.
rent out to other students. He took
an
As a student you will find that
type
Entering into this
of
them on, and started the search.
investment has its hazards. Lisa the required combination of a ratio
of payments to income and your
A ludicrous idea? What hapBullen, afirstyearPsychology stupersonal equity is a high standard
pened to those images of cashdent encountered "a lot of probto reach for.
starved students that we're suplems" when dealing with her tenposed to feel so sorry for, surviving ants/roommates.
Micheal O'Connor, the Royal
on a million ways to make Kraft
Bank's Waterloo main branch
Bullen and her fiance purmanager of personal banking shed
Dinner, with a splash of ketchup
conjunction
chased
their
house
in
on a special occasion? Since when
some light onto the formula used
with her parents. The first two to determine if one wouid be eligican average students become intenants have since moved out, and
vestors in the real estate market?
ble for financing.
friends,
Bullen
now
rents
to
two
Jacqueline Costello, a Royal
The first step is to determine
LePage agent in Waterloo, says its and says the experience is going how much of the purchase price
you want to finance. "We look to
75 percent of the purchase price or
the appraised value, whichever is
lower," said O'Connor.
Mortgages that extend over
the 75 percent range have to be
insured through the Canada Mortgage & Housing Corporation. The
insurance premiums run between
one and two and a half percent.
The premium can be added on to
the mortgage but O'Connor said
that this makes payments very
high.
The hard part to the financing

landlord and roommate.
"The rent payments cover the
mortgage, insurance and property
taxes, and we still geta little money
out of it. Each tenant pays their
own utilities." says Szeibal.

Pic: Tom Szeibel
build up. At first, the responsibility is a bit overwhelming, but after
a while you start to relax."
"My advice," says lon, "is to
use industrial carpeting right away.
It's virtually indestructible."
Is the venture really worth it?
"It's a fantastic practical experience." says Szeibal. "We
learned, my parents and I, more
from our mistakes than anything
else."
As for lon, he says, "It's a
great learning experience, with a
profit over the top. I was planning
to sell after four years, but I have a

Once the student landlords are
in command, sometimes the semantics of friends as tenants can
prove difficult, regardless of
whether the parents or the student
actually purchases the house.
"I guess the first year, I was
more autocratic, to be perfectly
honest. Since my parents owned
the house, I was more concerned
with the state of it. This year, I've
loosened up a bit." says Szeibal.
certain amount ofpride in the place,
to
and
I'm not sure I' 11 sell it so soon.
lon agrees. "You have
be
extremely careful. You have to be Actually, it's extremely tempting
to buy another."
very open and can't let problems

CASH PROBLEMS

20

problem arises when approval is
sought for the mortgage.
Your gross income is examined to see if you will be able to
afford the mortgage payments.
This system works for regular loans
as well.
A certain percentage of your
gross income (between 30 and 40
percent) has to be available for
your payments. For a $90,000
mortgage at eight percent for 25
years the payments work out to
$686.89. After you add on taxes
and heating costs you are looking
at $812 a month. "In order to
service that amount you would have
to have $34,200 as a gross income," said O'Connor.
The above figure is almost
what one would spend on four
years at university.
A possible solution to the problem seems to be getting a group of
students to invest in a house. The
trouble is that the gioup's debts as
well as their income is figured into
the financing equation. O'Connor
pointed out that a group m ight end
up being worse off than a single
student due to the collective debt.
Equity is the second item that
is calculated in the financing problem. Equity includes your assets,
credit ratings, and subjective criteria such as the character of the
applicant.
The above criteria, both the
income calculations and the eq-

uity are not set in stone. "These are
only guidelines," said O'Connor.
"Those things [the criteria] can
sway you any way [in the decision
making process]."
Having a co-signer for the
mortgage seems to be the solution
to a student owning a house. "The
co-signer is used to fill the gaps
that the primary applicant does
not have," said O'Connor. The
gaps include not enough income
or the lack of funds for a down
payment.

A bank is not the only way to
finance the purchase of a home. A
mortgage broker is another option. The drawback to a broker
said O'Connor is that a broker fee
usually is charged. Some potential
buyers contact their lawyers in the
chance that the lawyer might have
clients that are interested in financing a house buying venture.
There is a major factor that
one should consider before becom
ing a student landlord. "Do you
have the time to be a landlord and
a student at the same time," asked
O'Connor.
With owning a home comes
the responsibility of dealing with
damages, repairs, and other unforeseen costs. Becoming a student landlord is apparently not an
easy process, and is worth considering. People manage to do it
though, so perhaps the effort is
worth it in the end.
-
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The Cord prints for the last time on a 300 dpi printer. Two papers in one week is
quite a feat bring on the Valium. Any Letters to the Editor must be submitted signed,
typed (or submitted on disk or via E-mail) and double-spaced by Tuesday September
14, at 12:00 pm for the following publication. But, we can only print letters that bear the
author's real name, telephone number, and I.D. number (if applicable). Please see the
letters policy on page 15for all thedetails. All letters must be 500 words. All submissions
become the property of The Cord and we reserve the right to edit or refuse any
submissions. We were shocked to find that the computers only screwed us five times this
week. The Cord will not print anything in the body of the paper considered to be sexist,
racist, homophobic in nature by the staff as a voting body, or which is in violation of our
code of ethics. It is possible that some really vile letters will show up in theletters section,
since it is an open forum. We will even accept submissions for Bracebridge. Cord
subscription rates are $15.00 per term for addresses within Canada and $18 outside the
country. The Editor-in-Chiefis willing to provide a subscription to a certain sausage on
a bun vendor at the St. Jacobs farmer's market. It was almost a religious experience. The
Cord is printed by the soon to be colour separated to death people at McLaren Press.
They are located near the summer home of Santa Claus for those who care to know.
The Cord publishes each Thursday unless we decide to print two issues on the same
Friday. The Cord is a confirmed prospective member of Canadian University Press.
Who are already excited about the first ORCUP. All commentary is strictly the opinion
of thewriterand doesnot necessarily represent thoseof theCord staff, the editorial board,
the WLU Student Publications Board of Directors, the Man, or Kim Campbell who
smoked up and probably enjoyed it. Copyright (c) 1993by WLU Student Publications,
75 University Ave. West, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5. No part of this publication may
be reproduced without permission of the Editor-in-Chief.
Were you aware that a garage, especially one with a green door makes a wonderful
magic room? A special thanks this issue go out to the entire editorial board and the rest
of you who came out for the production weekend. Just wait to Frosh week the best is
yet to come.
-
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Political haze

Politics. I never took the time
to know what it was all about. Now
that I have, I'm finding out that the
more I learn the more I want to
forget.
Last year's referendum forced
me to look into and behind the
issues in order to make an informed vote. I am pleased to say
that I did make an informed vote.
Now with a federal election
around the corner I am making a
concerted effort to stay in touch
with the political scene.
I have come to realize that
there is no party that stands out
from the rest. They all tend to blur
together. I don't think that I am
alone on this.
What is one to do one election
day if you can't tell the difference
between parties? If you are not a
card carrying member of a political party who the hell will you vote
for this fall?
I have no idea who I will be
voting for. I have an idea that after
I take a long hard look at the
parties and their platforms I will
not want to vote at all. The Liber-

als, the Tories, or the NDP have

such wonderful track records that
I can't see my check mark floating
in their direction. The Reformers
have flash but that is all.
I realize that there will be no
miracle party with the solutions to
Canada's problems or to my feelings of political disillusionment.
So the question remains: What to
do at election time.
Do I pass up my chance to
voice my opinion about Canada's
political system? Do I spoil my
ballot by writing in the Man as my
choice? I don'tknow and probably
by that time I won't even care.
If someone out there has a
miracle party that they want to
pull out of their hat before the fall
please do. Ijustdon'tgiveadamn
about my choices in parties at the
moment.

University politics so far have
been a welcome change when it
comes to my political dissatisfaction. Tothepresentourchoicesfor
student government have been
quite diverse. I could differentiate
between the candidates and felt

good about the choices that I made.
I pray that this trend will continue. Perhaps the university level
of politics will spawn a new breed
of politicians. Ones who are not
afraid to be different. Ones who
take pride in standing up for their
beliefs even if it means going beyond the status quo. Ones that will
make a difference.
Will this year's student governments (yes, we have two of
them) make a difference? Only
time will tell. If they don't make a
difference and their faces appear
on a ballot again this year, use your
vote to make the difference.
Whether it is on a Federal
level or right here at Laurier politics goes on. It is up to us to see that
it works in our favour. If you are
not satisfied with the choices that
are presented to you, there is no
obligation to cast your vote. Cast a
non-vote instead. Let the system
know that you don't want what it
has to offer.
Stay informed as election time
rolls around and make sure to keep
a shovel handy.

Editorial by Sheldon Page, Editor-in-Chief
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author and do not necessarily
of The Cord staff, or of its publisher, WLU Student Publications.

rest

reflect those of the

PHOTO TO THE EDITOR

-
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Dear

Editor: Live from Chicago, it's Michael Jordan's restaurant. Threepeat! Fhreepeat!
Terry Grogan

COMMENT
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Letters Policy
-

All letters must be signed and submitted with the author's name, student identification

and telephone number.
All letters will be printed with the author's name. Letters can be printed without the
author's name only by permission of the Editor-in-Chief.
Letters must be received by Tuesday at noon for publication in that week's issue in print,
on IBM format disk, or via E-mail at: thecord@machl.wlu.ca
Letters that are submitted on disk or via E-mail must be accompanied by a letters release
form that can be obtained at the Cord offices.
Letters must be typed, double spaced, and cannot exceed 500 words.
The Cord reserves theright to edit any letter. Spelling and grammar will not be corrected.
The Cord reserves the right to reject any letter in whole or in part, that is in violation of
existing Cord policies.
The Cord is accepting photos to the editor. The Cord will accept black and white or colour
photographs. The photographer's name, address, phone number, student number, and
brief description must be printed on the back of the photograph. One photo per issue will
-

-

THE CORD

Humane
Society does
good work

-

Letter to the Editor:
This letter is in regard to the centre
spread article of the May 20th Cord.
While I sympathize with the enormous
task of the Humane Society, I take exception
with several comments made by Mr.
Cosgrove (Manager at K-W Humane Society).
be used.
Firstly, he complains about "neighOur kitchen is a source of pride and custombours" complaining about abuse to aniers are always welcome to visit the cook and mals. How would the Humane Society, or
see our operation. We take great pride in for that matter any "police power",
having an excellent reputation with the know when abuse was occurring if it wasn't
Health Department. We have resisted presfor citizens taking the initiative to make a
sure over the years to Canadianizeour menu call? I realize that the Humane Society can
and to serve fast food. We serve the highest only take action when the abuse is blatant,
quality of fish and Portuguese specialties and if/when they do get the charge into the
that we are able, and take great pains to courts, little or no action is taken by judges,
ensure that fresh ingredients are always with small fines or minor restrictions given.
used. If we are unhappy with the quality, we But, at the same time it is incumbent upon
do not serve the dish.
Dear Editor,
society to be vigilant for animals who have
Our window is not dirty. It is defective. no other voice.
My name is Frances de Zoete. My husSecondly, Mr. Cosgrove complains
band Tony Ferreira and I are the owners of We would love to replace it, but the estiBarrel's Restaurant located at 95 Queen mated cost of doing so is several thousand about 'activists', that have "...spent
Street South in Kitchener. Last week we dollars. Our clientele relies on what is inhundreds of thousands of dollars and haven' t
received a note signed 'Anonymous' in a side the restaurant and knows that when we accomplished a thing." Come on, Mr.
can afford the repair, it will be done.
preprinted envelope bearing a Wilfrid LauCosgrove, wake up and smell the coffee!
'Anonymous'
Had
presented
rier University return address with the fachis or her Animal activists have brought animals to
ulty blacked out. The note advised us that concern to us in an adult fashion, we could the fore on many fronts. They have spearthere is an ongoing boycoltof our restaurant have explained. Since we are being boyheaded many campaigns the fur trade,
in
by
the
windows
are
and
that
we
cotted
unknown
an
unknown
dirty
persons
because
puppy mills, cosmetic testing and wildlife
faculty, we have no other means by which to issues to name but a few. And in a struggle
are losing business because of this.
We have been in business for fifteen respond.
against any oppression, you need people
years. During this time our restaurant has
working on many levels for change. The
many
upgraded
truly,
undergone
changes. We
Yours very
animal rights movement is a social justice
decor and furniture as we could afford it. Frances de Zoete
movement working for change on behalf of

Friday, July 23, 1993

animals. If the established Humane Societies, including Mr. Cosgrove, attacked cruelty with only half the zeal and determination with which they are resisting advocate
groups such as the Animal Alliance the task
of eliminating cruelty/abuse to animals
would be far less daunting.
Sincerely
Catherine Ens
Brock University

-

-

-

-

Restaurant

banned for
dirty windows

-

Fashion show
costs explained
Dear Editor,
As the Producer of "All the Rage '93",
I would like to make a comment about the
article in the last Cord issue. In reference to
our unexpected costs, I would like to note
that the costs involved with the T. A. were
not unexpected. Like all costs they were
unwanted, of course, but the staff of the T.
A. were always honest and up front with our
expenses. I would also like to clarify that
the T. A. did allow us to use their in-house
sound system at no charge. As for the lights,
the T. A. still had a full complement on
hand, which they put at our disposal. We,
however, due to the nature of the show,
decided to use different units than could be
provide, thus rented them.
I would like to apologize to the T. A. for
any misunderstanding created by the last
issue and am honest in saying that above all
other school associations, they were by far
the most helpful and sincere. Without the
help of John Hergel andAdam Qualtar, "All
the Rage" would not have existed.
Robert Yeung,
Producer

Our education lacks quality?
ROLF ZAPPAROLI
Cord Comment

in order to make the university more attractive. Education is now a business, and a

business must be marketed.
The result is that there are courses such
as "Business Ethics", considered a Philosodegree in business.
phy course, and "Business Writing", conI have spent four years in this institusidered an English course. These are nothtion of "higher education", broken at the ing more than business courses disguised as
two year mark by a one year leave of abarts electives, so that business students can
sence. And now I sit and reflect on what I meet their course requirements without achave learned and what university has taught tually having to be well-rounded. But busime.
ness is not alone, courses such as "The
The division is essential, for I have Philosophy of Engineering", offered at U of
learned a great deal, but have been taught a T, abound within every discipline and at
comparatively small amount, at least in the every university.
classical academic interpretation of the term
And when the disguised core courses
"teach". The unfortunate thing about the are exhausted, students turn to the "bird
whole situation may be that compared with courses"; courses that will provide them
the average student, I have gained a great with a high grade for a low time investment
deal from university. But do not mistake my and minimal effort.
meaning here, for I do not say that the fault
Going into a course with an attitude like
lies with the students, but rather with the that can result in lower marks than expost-secondary educational system in genpected, but more importantly, and more
eral.
consistently true in this situation, is that
My year off simply allowed me to step nothing will be learned. To again use the
back from the process before it was finished, business program as an example, the result
and to take note of its shortcomings.
is a multitude of business majors with geogSince I myself am a business student, I raphy minors that they will never benefit
will draw heavily on the business program from.
for examples to help illustrate my point.
So we have a bunch of students who
However, it should not be thought that the choose courses based not on what can be
flaw is with the business program alone, for learned, but rather on the guaranteed abevidence of it, I am sure, can be found in sence of any sort of essay in the marking
most areas of study.
scheme. So what what difference does it
The purpose of post-secondary educamake?
tion, presumably, is not to produce business
The result is business students who are
people, or engineers, or what have you, but unable to apply case analysis techniques to
to produce well-rounded individuals with anything outside of business, and engineers
some specific area of specialization. This is who are unaware that their systems analysis
why we must complete a certain number of techniques can not only be applied to comcourses which do not lie within our area of puters, but can be used as general problem
specialization: so that we are well-rounded. solving models in all facets of life.
In theory, it is a good idea. In practice, it
We are left with business people and
does not work.
engineers, people who are perhaps good
There are too many loopholes, convenonly for business and engineering.
iently provided by the faculty coordinators,
Where does the solution lie? I hold no
I am now in my final semester of university, mere months away from a bachelors

-

degree in Education and I am sure that there
are better qualified people who could provide better alternatives, but I will make a
suggestion and attempt to defend it. My
suggestion is to have mandatory electives.
Specifically, a specially designed, full credit
philosophy course.
The course would cover an introduction
to philosophy, a segment on logic and critical thinking, and a section on metaphysics.
I feel that philosophy would be appropriate, for two reasons. First of all, philoso-

phy is generic. Logic and critical thinking
would be called such and would bear no
special or disciplinary-specific jargon. It
would simply teach the skills needed to
analyze and argue.
Secondly, philosophy influences all
aspects of life, either implicitly or explicitly. Metaphysics is the science of being. It

seeks to determine what is or is not part of
reality. It forms the basis of all modes of
knowledge.
Hopefully, this would provide students
with a greater scope of understanding, but
teaching people to think logically does not
make them wellrounded. It is, in fact, only
one step.
Intuition, creativity, imagination and
interpersonal skills are also necessary.
Whether or not these things can be taught is
arguable, but they should at least be encouraged.
I was lucky. I took a year off and learned
more in that year than I learned in my first
two years of university.
Emphasis should not be placed so much
on marks as on what has been learned, and
I am sure that few would say that the one is
an accurate representation of the other.

Campbell turns on the steam
for the Tokyo G7 summit
PATRICK MCMURRICH
Cord Commentary
This year's G7 Summit in Tokyo has
been deemed a success, judging by standards of the previous summits. The seven
leaders had much in common this year: all
face menacing electorates at home and the
key factorof the summit—high unemployment. Furthermore, Prime Minister
Campbell and President Clinton, as rookies
to the G7 Summit, learned new political
tricks and recognized how protracted and
insubstantial international politics can be.
Paramount on the issues agenda for the
G7 leaders were a $3 billion fund to ease the
transition from public to private companies
in Russia; the possibility of a Group of 8 that
would include Russia; a halt to fighting in

the former Yugoslavia; US Japan trade
imbalances, the "Market Access" Agreement; and the dreaded unemploymentproblem.
The Market Access Agreement that
was signed reduces tariffs on a wide range
of products and should accelerate the Uruguay round negotiations, even though the
agreement is vague. Politically sensitive
items, such as computer chips and a whole
array of US barriers against textile imports,
were simply passed over at the Tokyo agree-

ment.

This oversight may be beneficial at the
present time or until politicians, trade specialists and the public are assured that trade
is not a zero sum game, where only one
country benefits and all others lose.

Continued on page 15
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The vertically and hormonally WOMEN WORDS
challenged have had enough
LEE HEWITT
Cord Comment

least 5'8") parading amongst all of those
dopey, brain-damaged munchkins! What a
pathetic portrayal!
Private sector interest groups. You hear
We have to destroy these negative charand read about them every day. They tug at acterizations of short men! Boycott Oz!
the ear of the media and at the pockets of
Are our history textbooks safe from the
government. They proudly defend what they onslaught? No way, jose!
declare are the vested interests of a disenTake Hitler, Napoleon and Attila the
franchised minority.
Hun, for example. We have been told that
In the race for the public's sympathies, these men were power-hungry death merhowever, one group has been grievously chants. Why? Because they tried to conquer
ignored. For generations we have been Europe, extinguishing masses of human
stepped on, looked over and brushed aside. lives in their wake?
It's about time that short men stood tall
No, it was because they were short! The
for their rights.
Tall Man sure has a problem with ambitious
Discrimination in this fascist tyrannishort dudes, doesn't he?
cal nation of Canada is rampant and will no
The English language? There's a farce
longer be tolerated!
if I've ever seen one. Your vocabulary is
Down with heightism!
littered with subtle, yet destructive, instances
Your western cultural institutions are of anti-short propaganda.
filled with stereotypical nuances. Look at
Have you ever been cheated out of someChristmas, for example.
thing? Then you got the SHORT end of the
Who puts on Christmas anyway? Santa stick! A student who excels at academia is
Claus. A TALL fat man who gorges himself "head and shoulders ABOVE the rest". If
on cookies and gobbles up the glory of you fall behind, you get "trampled under
making slobbering kids happy every DeFOOT". Do tall men get trampled! Nope.
cember 25th.
Are you fed up yet? Good! I know I am!
But behind the scenes, who does all the
If so, you can join the SMAC- Short
real work to ensure that Christmas gets off Men's Alliance of Canada. We'll lobby for
the ground?
your rights in government.
Elves! Short men in chains! Our brothYou'll receive a shiney membership
ers are being used as slave labour in a North card and peace of mind, all for the low, low
Pole hellhole while the tall man takes the price of $ 100.Think of it as a small price to
credit!
pay for your liberation. All profits go diBan Christmas! Stop the rampant rectly to me. I mean us. Did I say me? Oops!
heightist portrayals! Think of the damage
To join simply dial 1-800-WHINERS.
that this discriminatory institution is doing Ask for me, P.C. McGee.
to our short children!
And if you're a short man who disaIs popular culture safe for the short grees with us, I have two words for you:
Tough shit. We represent you anyway!
man? No, sirree!
Name the most "beloved" motion picBy the way, we're no longer short men
ture of all time?
either.
The Wizard of Oz, right? Look at that
We're vertically and hormonally chaltrashy piece of bigotry! Geez, it's infuriatlenged and we are ready to let the world
ing watching Dorothy (who's gotta be at know how we feel.

PINK INK
by

Denys Daivs
Once again I have been slapped in the
face with reality. Reality is the way the
world works and it is hard and cruel. A
young friend of mine (around the age of
sixteen) recently confided in me that maybe
he likes guys. Now he didn't come out and
say, 'I'm gay', nor did he imply that he
didn't like his girlfriend. In fact he really
didn't say much of anything directly, but
whathe was trying to say came out loudand
clear. He had questions about his sexuality.
Ah, the age of adolescence. It was the
best of times, it was the worst of times.
Hormones rage, voices crack, parents yell,
and peer pressure abounds (does it ever
not?). What upsets me about my friend is
that he has practically nowhere to go to get
some good counselling or even just to have
someone to talk to.
High school counsellors are not trained
to handle problems like this and would
probably try to change the subject to why
your shop mark was so low. Talk to a
minister, priest, or rabbi? NOT! How about
your parents? Only if you're extremely
lucky, especially at such a young age.
Years ago when I worked with a local
gay and lesbian youth group. I did some
testing of some of the various help lines

that are offered by government and counselling services. None of them would accept a call about homosexuality. They all,
for the most part, would say that they could
not accept a call based on sexual topics.
Well, let's justignore the fact that somekid
who thinks he or she is gay might be so
upset by the rejection they are feeling,
topped off by the denial of a shoulder to
lean on by people who say they care, might
commit suicide.
It is difficultfor people to break through
the stereotypes and see that it can be okay
to be gay. It is difficult when you think that
you are the only one. It is difficult when
there is not even the opportunity to meet
with other people your own age to talk
about some of the problem s you are having.
Luckily my young friend has me.
Whetherhe decides that he is gay, straight,
or somewhere in between he has someone
to talk to. Someone with some experience,
both personal and in training. He will have
the opportunity for someone to hold his
hand through the process of answering the
questions on his mind. What about all of
the other kids?
We, as a society, have to start realizing
that gays, lesbians, and bisexuals exist. We
have to stop feeding the stereotypes. The
government and charity organizations have
to realize that groups dealing with gay and
lesbian youth need funds to help reach the
people they are trying to help. I've been
slapped in the face with reality so many
times, now it's time to slap back.

THE CORD WANTS YOU!
We need letters and photos to the editor, as well as comment
pieces. The next deadline is Tuesday September 14 at noon.

favour of women. He felt that women were
demanding everything and that men were
getting the raw end of the deal.
Yes, we are demanding. We are deby members of the Women's Centre
manding our rights, not superiority. We
know that these rights will not be recognized without a struggle. The male power
brokers of our society will not relinquish
BY BETH HAYDL AND
MOHINI ATHIA
their privileges willingly.
Feminism is not about negativity, but
Bakery
Feminist
A
is positive and progressive. Feminists celebrate women and womanhood, which
Feminism is the advocacy of equal pie have traditionally not been celebrated. Lovfor women. Although there is enough pie ing women doesn't imply that we all speak
for everyone, it is obviously distributed with one voice, or that all women agree
unfairly. We don't want to take pie away with each other all the time. Every womfrom men, we just want an equal share for an's feminism is different.
all. When we say "pie" we mean rights.
Let's say our society is an apple pie. A
Rights are different from privileges in that liberal feminist would take the pie we have
one person's right does not come at the and redistribute the pie equally among
expense of another's.
women and men. The goal is to achieve
legal equality without changing other
Male privilege includes but is not limited to: being able to walk home at 2:00 am societal structures. An eco-feminist wants
without feeling unsafe, earning an average an organically grown pie, not one made
of one third more than women for equal with artificial ingredients because she
work and being taken seriously by employequates the destruction of our environment
ers, professors, doctors, and auto mechanto the degradation of women.
ics. Some men are afraid that they will
Socialist feminists want to throw away
somehow be disadvantaged if women gain the apple pie and bake a new cherry pie
equality. This may be because what men replacing an outdated, oppressive system
enjoy are privileges and not rights.
with a system equality in all facets of life.
Radical feminists want a cake dammit!
Perhaps some men hate feminism belesbian
separatist wants one pie for women
A
cause they don't want to surrender their and another for men. And an anarchaprivileges. Perhaps some women hate feminist wants all different flavours of tarts
feminism because of the stigma associated (communities) living autonomously and
with being a feminist. Other women, communally.
however, take pride in publicly calling
Many feminists draw from all of these
themselves feminists, and are willing to perspectives to varying degrees. That is the
deal with the consequences.
beauty of feminism DIVERSITY.
Why do we always hear that feminism
What we all have in common is a desire
means female chauvinism; that because of to improve the lives of all women. Femithe rise of feminism, women will receive nism, the ideology, the term, and the realall the pie? A male professor here recently ity exists, and will continue to be a shaping
commented that in our society, the penduforce of our society. Feminism is here to
lum has swung in the opposite direction in stay.
-
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Campbell looking for a job?
Continued from page 14
The dominant issue of the summit was
unemployment. With 23 million jobless
people among the seven nations came the
call for a 'Jobs Summit'. The leaders concentrated on the methods for creating jobs
and halting the rising trend of unemployment.

Thereasons for unemployment are well
known: technological change, fierce competition from Pacific rim states, an inflexible labour structure and the expensive social security framework in the highly developed states. The implications of unemployment are terrifying. If unemployment maintained its current pace, in the long term
unemployment would be well above 20 percent.

Not surprisingly, the final summit talks
were filled with inspiration about the

"scourge" of unemployment and warnings
that current levels are "totally unacceptable". However, the answer to "scourge"
unemployment will take more than macro
economic policies.
The G7 leaders also accepted a proposal
from President Clinton to hold a conference
(Jobs Summit) later on in the year to combat
unemployment. However, once again the
only problem is that these leaders have
offered only words, not deeds.
For Canada, the summit offered a
number of interesting prospects. President
Clinton stated that he would appoint a senior White House official to deal with any
trade disputes that have been regularly occurring over steel, softwood lumber, the
chicken supply, Honda products, and beer,
among others. He also offered his apologies
for not informing Canada before the June
26th bombing of Iraq.
Prime Minister select Kim Campbell
has drawn praise for being "firm but polite"
with the powerful US President Bill Clinton
in her attempt to set herself apart from
former Prime Minister Brian Mulroney.
This stance may appear to make her look
strong and knowledgeable,, <r
,
,

.

However, it should be remembered that
although Brian Mulroney is not popular at
this time in Canada, he is well respected in
the international community and has been
close friends with U.S. presidents. He probably would have been among the first to be

informed about the attack on June 26th.
Campbell also met with Boris Yeltsin
and assurred him of Canada's commitment
to his country. Yeltsin invited Campbell to
visit Russia if she is elected by the Canadian
people.
Journalists from around the world, and
mainly from our large neighbour to the
south, are fascinated by gender issues in
politics. It was suggested many times by the
media that the summit show was stolen by
Hillary Clinton and that "she was the leading woman of the summit".
These same journalists who appear to
believe that the U.S. always acts from benevolent motives have also largely failed to
mention that hundreds of innocent civilians
were killed in the June 26th attack.
In the final analysis, the summit was
one that showed that our leaders are sincere
about tackling international dilemmas, especially unemployment. This is usually the
case when they are also faced with the
prospect of unemployment, as many of them
are.
They have also decided to refashion
future meetings, from great media spectacles with much ostentation and little substance, to informal gatherings in which a
majority of the time would be spent chatting
rather than approving prearranged communiques.
Furthermore, trade relations with the
U.S. have been improved, and a "Jobs Summit" will be set in Washington to deal with
the serious issue of unemployment.
Canada and Prime Minister Campbell
have departed from Tokyo on a positive
note. However, if the prospect of decent jobs
does not return soon, our Prime Minister
may soon find herself with only a summer
job!
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5 bedrooms, fridge/stove, washer/
dryer, dishwasher. 1.5 bathrooms.
$225.00/person per month plus
util. Call collect (416) 648-3664
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open?

A Cord party is coming to a neighbourhood near you. Watch for it in

September.

TYPING English Grad. with IBM
Computer. $1.00 per page. Laser
Printing Available. 745-0739
-

884-1360.

FOR SEPTEMBER: 5 Bedroom
House for rent. Walking distance
to University on quite crescent.
Parking, laundry, bus route. $265.
746-0228.

Ann: Now that this is all over, you
hadbetter lookout. You willnotbe
needing those coupons for quite a
while. Love James.
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Jello: Dairy Queen tonight? S.
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Writers and photographers for the
nextCord.PleasedropbytheCord
offices and ask for Sheldon. Next
issue September 16.

Help Wanted: Volunteers are needed to help with recycling on campus. To find out how you can get
involved, call the Students' Union
Environmental Coordinator at

i"

h

-

5 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE:
Available September Ist, $1200/
month, good location on Bluevale
Street. 1 -763-1988 (Guelph)

are in need of writers, photographers, and
I production volunteers for editorial and advertising copy. If you feel like hanging
I around a really warped group of individuals than the Cord has a place for you. No
experience is necessary. Just drop by our offices on the third floor of the Student Union
I Building or give us a call at 884-2990.
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